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Abstract
In this thesis, I investigated and implemented various numerical and simulation meth-
ods, including mean field theory, functional renormalization group method (fRG),
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method etc., to find diﬀerent quan-
tum phases and quantum phase diagrams on models of correlated electronic systems.
I found diﬀerent phase diagrams with phases such as magnetism, superconductiv-
ity. By summarizing the strength and limitations of these methods, I investigated
the projected entangled paired states (PEPS) with symmetry quantum number to
sharply distinguish phases into crude classes and applied a variation of fast full up-
date (FFU) prototype [58] to simulate diﬀerent phases numerically. This method
provides a promising, powerful and eﬃcient way to simulate unconventional quantum
phases and quantum phase diagrams in correlated electronic systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Strongly correlated electronic system has been a trending and attractive field of re-
search in the condensed matter community in both theoretical and experimental per-
spective. Moreover, it has been a long standing challenge to reliably simulate quantum
phases and phase diagrams of realistic interactive systems, since even setting up reli-
able theoretical model, which is always the first step in theoretical study, has been a
hard problem. After that, one of the biggest bottleneck in simulating quantum phases
is that the Hamiltonian that describes a realistic quantum model cannot be exactly
diagonalized due to interaction and entanglement. Hence, developing new numeri-
cal methods to reliably simulate quantum phases and phase diagrams of correlated
electronic models has been an extremely important topic in the condensed matter
community.
To search for a best way to simulate quantum phases, we have tried out vari-
ous numerical and analytical methods in various systems that have the potential to
develop novel quantum phases, such as superconductivity, topological phases, spin
density wave, etc. In Chapter 2, we applied mean field methods to multilayer (3-6)
transition metal oxide heterostructures (TMOH) RNiO3 grown along (111) direction.
In Chapter 3, we deploy functional renormalization group (fRG) method to the dou-
ble layer TMOH in search of the superconductivity together with the phase diagrams.
In Chapter 4, to avoid high bias of the previous two methods, we used density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) method to simulate the ground state of the system,
1
and by combining numerical methods such as variational Monte Carlo and analytical
method such as projective symmetry group (PSG) analysis.
In Chapter 2, we used mean-field theory to study the TMOH RNiO3 grown along
(111) direction from 3 to 6 layers, which is directly inspired by the work of [101] where
a double layer model was studied and various interesting quantum phases have been
found, including a Dirac Half Semi Metal (DHSM) phase and a Quantum Anomalous
Hall Insulator (QAHI) phase. Another reason we used mean field method to study
multi-layer system is that mean-field theory is eﬃcient in time and memory consid-
ering the large number of mean-field parameters involved in calculation especially
for the 6 layer system (see detailed analysis in Chapter 2). Our results reveal that
by using mean field theory, colorful phase diagrams with various phases have been
found, and with more and more layers added to the double layer system, we expect
the model has a somewhat spectral behavior from more 2D like double layer system
to more quasi-2D or 3D like system.
In Chapter 3, we goes back to the double layer system in search of a possible
unconventional superconductor by the use of functional renormalization group (fRG)
method. This is initially motivated by the theory proposed by Kohn and Luttinger
[36] which states that weak repulsive interactions can lead to superconductivity in
Fermi liquids. Moreover, it also has been proposed that superconductivity can be
drive by antiferromagnetic fluctuations, where the antiferromagnetic instability at
bare level contributes to the superconducting scattering channels at low energies in the
renormalization group point of view. With our specific setting of the model, due to the
partially filled near-flat band, a fully polarized hexagonal Fermi surface with nesting
can be developed when the system is doped into our specific level. With the help of the
nesting Fermi surface, a charge density wave is easy to be developed. This gives our
hope to develop a superconductor from charge density wave which can be treated as
an analogy of the well known work that proposed a high temperature superconductor
driven by spin density wave. The reason we chose functional renormalization group
theory to study this system is that functional renormalization group has been widely
used in various systems and has shown its power to treat interaction. With the
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initial interaction at hand, the scattering between low energy and high energy part
gives nice renormalization flow, where we will expect patterns for new phases such as
superconductivity to evolve. This mechanism can be directly applied to our proposed
LaNi7/8Co1/8O3 (111) bilayer oxide heterostructures.
However, the mean field theory and the functional renormalization group method
have their limitations, despite their strength with certain systems. Both of them are
biased methods, considering the way the mean field parameters are chosen in mean
field theory and the way the instabilities are chosen in functional renormalization
group method. Also, functional renormalization group method is only under control
with weak interactions. This lead us to a deeper question: can be find a somewhat
less biased method so that our results can be more reliable and robust? The answer
is yes.
In Chapter 4, we simulate a general triangular lattice with nearest neighbor in-
teraction using density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method. DMRG is
widely recognized as a powerful and nearly unbiased method to simulate ground state
for various strongly correlated electronic systems. However, the ground state obtained
by DMRG does not tell the property of the state itself. To gain knowledge of the
property of ground state, we proposed a way to pin down its nature by analytically
propose several candidate phases with analytical ground state and comparing the
DMRG ground state with these ground state from candidate phases. When the prop-
erty of the DMRG ground state agrees with one of the candidate phase but disagree
with all other candidate phases, we find the true ground state to be the one that has
been picked out. To sharply distinguish all these states so that we have good results
for the system, we calculated the symmetry quantum numbers of DMRG ground state
and candidate states. By choosing proper lattice geometry and size, we are able to
distinguish candidate phases by symmetry quantum numbers, and thus the DMRG
ground state can be used to “pick out” the analytical true ground states, with the
physical properties known. This can be down with a certain parameter range, and
the phase diagram can be obtained. One can view this method as a benchmark of
ground state using DMRG ground state and candidate states.
3
DMRG is great to serve our purpose in the sense that it is nearly unbiased, but
there is a price to pay. Since DMRG is originally designed for one dimensional systems
(se details in Chapter 4), the 2 dimensional lattice we considered has to be relabeled
into one dimensional chain, where some of the nearest neighbors in 2D lattice will
have to be treated as long distance lattice sites in the 1D chain. This complicates the
model, thus making the simulation more time and memory consuming. In fact, with
a 36 sites triangular lattice (6*6 rhombus shape and periodic boundary conditions),
it took about 5 days and more than 64Gb memory to finish the DMRG simulation.
Plus, since we deployed random initial configurations for DMRG simulation to evolve,
the fact is that we can not guarantee the state we obtained to be the true ground
state, since it is easy for the state to be trapped at some local minimum. This required
us to do the simulation multiple times with the same parameters, which make the
simulation even less eﬃcient.
To summarize my work along the way, this constitute our road map in search of
a reliable method to do the numerical simulation, while each method is proposed by
learning the limitations and strength of the previous method, yet each method has
it’s own power with specific model and goals. Our first choice, mean field theory, is
eﬃcient in the perspective of time and memory, but is always highly biased and hard
to control. To gain control of the simulation, we then chose functional renormalization
group method. However, despite of its capability of eﬃciency, it is under control only
for weak coupling, making the use of the method limited and not suitable for our
somewhat broad and general goal. Next, to make the simulation more reliable and
unbiased, we investigate density matrix renormalization group method on triangular
lattice. However, it is often not eﬃcient in 2 dimensional systems.
By learning all the strength and limitations of these numerical methods, we pro-
pose a framework to distinguish quantum phases into two big steps. In the first
step, we characterize quantum phases into crude classes due to short range physics
while in the second step, the long range physics is taken into consideration in every
crude class. Specifically, the “short range physics” here means how global symme-
tries are implemented locally in a quantum wave function which is directly related
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Figure 1-1: The framework of distinguishing quantum phases in correlated electronic
systems. The short range physics classifies quantum phases into crude classes, where
some phases may not be distinguished. In the same crude class, the long range physics
can be used to further classify phases.
to the symmetry quantum numbers of the ground state wave functions on finite size
systems. “Long range physics” here means the long range behavior of correlators
measured with respect of the ground state wave function, which can be done by e.g.
finite size scalling, etc. For a graphical explanation see Fig,1-1. In this thesis, we
focus on the the first step while leaving the second step to further future studies. We
use projective entangled paired states (PEPS), a kind of tensor networks, together
with projective symmetry group analysis to use symmetry group of the system to
accomplish the first step. Generally speaking, the quantum phase diagram is fully
determined by long range physics. This makes it essential to study large size systems
with numerical simulations, which is often very challenging due to its high time and
memory complexity. However, there are a lot of examples where quantum phases fall
into distinct symmetry representations on finite size systems, which can be distin-
guished by short range physics, and this distinction can be persisted all the way to
thermodynamic limit [29, 102, 37]. This makes our first step in out framework more
meaningful and powerful in the sense that (1) it provides sharp, although incomplete,
information about the quantum phase diagram; (2) it finds out crude classes which
makes it possible for us to focus on only quantum phases in one crude class, which
makes our method of finding out quantum phase diagrams more eﬃcient.
To do the PEPS simulation, we proposed a systematic design to set site tensors
and bond tensors of the system. To analyze the symmetry group of the system and
its irreducible representation, we used projective symmetry group (PSG) directly on
PEPS, so that tensors can be characterized into several crude class. Note this classifi-
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cation is based on the “short range” physics, since the symmetry group is due to finite
size systems. After the classification is done, we propose a simulation method to find
out the ground PEPS state in each crude class, and then by comparing states across
all classes, eventually the true phase can be found and the properties of the phase can
be obtained by measuring certain related physical quantities such as correlations etc.
To further classify states in a more refined fashion, one can do analysis by considering
“long range” physics within each crude class, such as finite size scaling. This is beyond
our work in this manuscript.
The simulation in our study is divided into two period, first we investigate the
tensor renormalization method on finite systems, which a generalization of DMRG
where the core idea is very similar and the most obvious diﬀerence is that we used
tensors as our building blocks instead of matrices. However it turned out that the
problem of time and memory complexity is still not resolved. Then we switched
to infinite PEPS (iPEPS) where a limited size of core tensor block is chosen and
all the tensors surrounding tensors are treated as environment and represented as
environment tensors. With the benefit of letting the system to be infinite, we are free
to insert additional repeating units into the tensor network while keeping the system
unchanged. Based on this, we applied a fast full update (FFU) scheme [58] for
sweeping through the tensors and optimizing tensors step by step, where the ground
state represented by tensor network is expected when convergence is finally is reached.
This method can be easily generalized to higher dimensional lattice, which makes it
a promising method to simulate quantum phases and quantum phase diagrams for
correlated electronic systems.
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Chapter 2
Quantum Phases of 3-6 Layers RNiO3
on (111) Direction
Due to the development of experiments on oxide superlattices, artificial transition
metal oxide heterostructures (TMOH) have drown a lot of attention. With the ability
of manipulating TMOH in the precision of atomic level, the property of TMOH
can be investigated in great details. Eﬀects have already been made a lot with the
TMOH grown on the 001 direction, demonstrating possible quantum phases such as
superconductivity and magnetism [44]. However, with transition metal oxides layered
structures grown in other directions, such as (111) direction, diﬀerent properties and
quantum phases may emerge du to the specific lattice structure in that direction. In
this chapter, focusing on the TMOH of RNiO3 growing in (111) direction, we first
discuss the results of double layer structures done by Kai-yu Yang et al. [101], then by
increasing the number of layers, we apply mean-field theory, and investigate the phase
diagrams of structures with number of layers from 3 to 6. Double layer structures
are more similar to 2 dimensional structures, while we increase the number of layers,
the system gradually evolving to quasi 2 dimensional or 3 dimensional structures,
thus makes it clear the gradual change from 2 dimensional systems to 3 dimensional
systems.
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Figure 2-1: (a) The original perovskite structure (b) The (111) triple layer structure
of RNiO3, where only Ni sites are shown. (c) The layered structure of 3-6 layers,
where the colored dots corresponds to the lattice sites of the same color in (b). Note
there is a periodicity of 3 for layers, meaning the fourth layer sites sit at the same
position in the (111) plane.
2.1 Structure of multi-layer RNiO3 grown along (111)
direction
The 3D lattice structure of RNiO3 can be found in Fig.2-1(a), where the Ni atoms
form cubic lattice and each Ni atom is surrounded by an octahedron made of oxygen
atoms, so when we focus on the transition metal Ni, it is a cubic lattice. When the
structure is grown along (111) direction, for each atomic layer, the Ni atoms form
triangular lattice (see e.g. the green dots in Fig.2-1(b)). With the first layer labeled
as layer 1, as we grow the lattice in this manner, the second atomic layer (layer 2,
depicted as blue dots in Fig.2-1(b)) is also a triangular lattice, with the positions
of the atoms sitting at the central axis that is perpendicular to the triangular plane
of layer 1. To generalize, each single atomic layer of RNiO3 is a triangular lattice
with growing height along (111) direction, whose lattice points sitting at the centers
of corresponding triangles formed by lattice points from the previous grown layer.
When viewed along (111) direction, the lattice structures of multi-layer RNiO3 is
shown in Fig.2-1(c). Double layer system has a honeycomb lattice, while 3 layer
system has a dice lattice, 4 layer system has a double layer honeycomb lattice etc.
From the lattice structure of RNiO3 along (111), we have already seen the dif-
ference from the 001. Since the transition metal atoms form honeycomb-like lattice,
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Figure 2-2: The level structure of Ni irons in RNiO3, where d orbitals are split
into two degenerate groups eg and t2g, with coorespnding levels (d3z2 r2 , dx2 y2) and
(dxy, dyz, dzx).
we would expect fundamentally diﬀerent properties. As Haldane first proposed [20],
with electrons hopping on a honeycomb lattice, the system can develop Quantum
Hall Eﬀect (QHE) in the absence of Landau levels, making it possible to realize non-
trivial topological properties in relative simple band structures, termed as Quantum
Anomalous Hall Insulator (QAHI).
2.2 Model and Method
The transition metal ions Ni are surrounded by the octahedral crystalline field due
to the oxygen environment, so that the the d orbitals of Ni irons are split into 2 fold
degenerate eg (d3z2 r2 , dx2 y2) levels and 3 fold degenerate t2g (dxy, dyz, dzx) levels, see
Fig.2-2. Since in RNiO3, Ni irons are Ni3+ with d7 configuration, the t2g levels are
fully filled, while the eg levels are partially filled with 1/4 filling. This means that the
main physics happens at eg levels.
Focusing on two eg orbitals (d3z2 r2 , dx2 y2), we consider the tight-binding model
HTB with only nearest neighbor (NN) hopping. The standard Slater-Koster construc-
tion [77] gives:
HTB =  
X
h~r,~r0i, 
X
ab
(tab~r ~r0d
†
~r,a, d~r0,b,  + h.c.)
t~r,~r±xˆ =
t
4
0@ 1  p3
 p3 3
1A , t~r,~r±yˆ = t
4
0@ 1 p3p
3 3
1A ,
t~r,~r±zˆ = t
0@1 0
0 0
1A
(2.1)
where ~r and ~r0 are the position vectors of Ni atoms; a and b label the orbital degrees
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of freedom, with value 1 being |d3z2 r2i and value 2 being |dx2 y2i;   labels spin. The
spin-orbital coupling of eg orbitals is zero at leading order to the fact of quenched
angular momentum, while for higher oder, the spin-orbital coupling can be obtained
by considering the contributions from the environment. However, as pointed by [85],
the spin-orbital coupling HSO =  ~L~S is weak for Ni3+ irons with a value of   around
80meV. From a second order perturbation analysis, the eﬀective spin-orbital coupling
in eg orbitals to be in the order of 1meV. Thus in our model, we neglect the eﬀect
from spin-orbital coupling.
The on-site interaction part of the model are several folds. The first source of
interaction is the intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion with magnitude U1, the second
source is the inter-orbital Coulomb repulsion with magnitude U2. There may also
be the Hund’s coupling with magnitude J . With this, the Hamiltonian of on-site
interaction HI can be written as:
HI = U1
X
i,a
nia"nia# + J
↵, =",#X
i,a<b
d†ia,↵d
†
ib, dia, dib,↵
+ U2
X
i,a<b
nianib + J
X
i,a<b
(d†ia,"d
†
ia,#dib,#dib," + h.c.)
(2.2)
We can get the eﬀective Hamiltonian H by combining the tight-binding part and
the on-site interaction partH = HTB+HI . The main method we use is the variational
mean-field method, where we decouple the four fermion terms using Wick theorem,
and write the mean-field interaction HMFI as a summation of every decoupled term
combined with an mean-field order parameter. To perform the mean-field analysis
more generally, we include all possible mean-field terms by looking into the degree of
freedom of the problem. In this sense, the mean-field Hamiltonian withHMFI can be
introduced as:
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Figure 2-3: (a)-(b) Results from the non-magnetic LDA + U calculation of the
LaAlO3/LaNiO3/LaAlO3 and LaScO3/LaNiO3/LaScO3 bilayer transition metal
oxide hererostructures with lattice relaxation of the LaNiO3 bilayer. (c) The band
structure of the NN tight-binding model of Eq. 3.1. With 1/4 filling, the lowest flat
band is fully filled.
HMF = HTB +H
MF
I ,
HMFI =  
X
i,↵  
M↵  d
†
i ( ↵ ⌦ µ  ⌦   )di
(2.3)
where i labels unit cells, M↵   with ↵ = 0, 1, ...(L  1),  ,   = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the mean-
field parameters, L is the number of triangular layers in the model,   is the L ⇥ L
matrix living in the sub-lattice space while µ and   are 2⇥ 2 Pauli matrices living in
orbital and spin spaces. The mean-field ground state of HMF , |MF i, is then used to
calculate EMF = hMF |H |MF i in the following:
EMF = hMF | (HTB +HI) |MF i
= hMF | (HMF  HMFI +HI) |MF i
(2.4)
By varying mean-field parameters M↵  , one is able to minimize EMF and the
corresponding set of mean-field parameters Mmin↵   .
As pointed by [101], there has been first-principle calculations about this model.
One of them is the first-principleGGA+U calculations of the LaAlO3/LaNiO3/LaAlO3
and LaScO3/LaNiO3/LaScO3 bilayer transition metal oxide hererostructures by em-
ploying VASP code [38] in the context of density functional theory with the projector
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Figure 2-4: The phase diagram of 2 layer system with U2 = U1  2J and J/U1 = 0.2.
Vertical axis is the expectation values of the order parameters. Numerical calculations
were performed on a sample with 1292 unit cells.
augmented wave method [8, 39] for the atomic cores and the generalized gradient
approximation for exchange-correlation [57], where the results can be found in Fig.2-
3(a)(b). We can see that the band structures are consistent with the band structure
of NN tight-binding model (Fig.2-3(c)) with certain parameter values.
2.3 Phase diagram of 2 layer model [101]
The mean-field phase diagram for J/U = 0.2 at zero temperature can be found in
Fig.2-4. By increasing U/t starting from 0, a spin nematic phase first occurs. After
a small region of coexisting with an unsaturated ferromagnetism, a first order phase
transition drives the system into a fully polarized Dirac half-semimetal phase. Then
a second order phase transition drives the system into a quantum anomalous Hall
insulator phase. The last phase that appears is a fully polarized nematic phase.
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2.4 Results and phase diagram of 3-6 layer models
2.4.1 Irreducible representation of order parameters M↵  
The main idea of our method is to use the mean-field Hamiltonian 2.3 to calculate
the mean field energy 2.4. Generally the mean-field energy can be represented as a
function of the set of mean-field parameters M↵  . By varying M↵  , we are able
to find the global minimum of mean-field energy and the corresponding set of pa-
rameters. However, when we add more and more layers to the 2 layer systems, the
number of mean-field parameters M↵   will increase dramatically, since the number
of parameters is equal to 16L. This indicates that there are 48 parameters for 3 layer
system, 64 parameters for 4 layer system, 80 parameters for 5 layer system and 96
parameters for 6 layer system. To do a hard-core variational mean-field calculation
with this large number of parameters is usually very challenging, not only because the
converging process of searching minimum is very time consuming, but there is also
a problem of local minimum trapping which means that in a large space minimum
searching, it is very easy for the energy value to be trapped to local minimums, and
a global minimum is very hard to be guaranteed.
To solve this problem, we characterize all the mean field parameters into irre-
ducible symmetry groups with the respect of the whole symmetry group of the sys-
tem, which is D3d ⇥ TR ⇥ SU(2)spin where D3d is the point symmetry group of our
lattice, TR is the time reversal symmetry and SU(2)spin is the SU(2) rotation sym-
metry in the spin space. All mean-field parameters in the same irreducible irreducible
group will behave simultaneously, meaning that when one of the mean-field param-
eter becomes non-zero, all the other mean-field parameters in the same irreducible
group will also become non-zero. This indicates that a symmetry group analysis will
decrease the number of independent parameters, thus making variational mean-field
search plausible.
To find the irreducible representation of the while symmetry group D3d ⇥ TR ⇥
SU(2)spin, we look into symmetries one by one.
D3d Lattice Symmetry–The symmetry of the lattice is the point group D3d, whose
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character table can be found in Table 2.1.
D3d E 2C3 3C 02 i 2S6 3Sd
A1g 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2g 1 1  1 1 1  1
Eg 2  1 0 2  1 0
A1u 1 1 1  1  1  1
A2u 1 1  1  1  1 1
Eu 2  1 0  2 1 0
Table 2.1: The character table of D3d
We label eg1 = |3z2   r2i and eg2 = |x2   y2i. There are 3 independent op-
erations, and we choose, without losing generality, C3, i and C 02 to classify all the
mean-field parameters:
C†3
0BBBBBB@
 ↵ ⌦ µ0 ⌦   
 ↵ ⌦ µ2 ⌦   
 ↵ ⌦ µ1 ⌦   
 ↵ ⌦ µ3 ⌦   
1CCCCCCAC3 =
0BBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  12  
p
3
2
0 0
p
3
2  12
1CCCCCCA
0BBBBBB@
 ↵ ⌦ µ0 ⌦   
 ↵ ⌦ µ2 ⌦   
 ↵ ⌦ µ1 ⌦   
 ↵ ⌦ µ3 ⌦   
1CCCCCCA , (2.5)
i†
0@ x ⌦ µ  ⌦   
 y ⌦ µ  ⌦   
1A i =  3
0@ x ⌦ µ  ⌦   
 y ⌦ µ  ⌦   
1A , (2.6)
C 0†2
0BBBBBB@
 x ⌦ µp ⌦   
 x ⌦ µq ⌦   
 y ⌦ µp ⌦   
 y ⌦ µq ⌦   
1CCCCCCAC
0
2 =
0BBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCA
0BBBBBB@
 x ⌦ µp ⌦   
 x ⌦ µq ⌦   
 y ⌦ µp ⌦   
 y ⌦ µq ⌦   
1CCCCCCA (2.7)
In eqs (2.5)-(2.7), ↵ = 0, 1, ...(L  1);  ,   = 0, 1, 2, 3; x and y indicate the   matrices
that have even and odd inversion symmetry respectively; p = 0, 3; q = 1, 2.
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Time Reversal (TR) Symmetry–The TR operator is ✓ˆ = i 2K, hence
✓ˆ†( ↵ ⌦ µ  ⌦   )✓ˆ = K⇤( ↵ ⌦ µ  ⌦ ( 2   2))K (2.8)
For   = 0, the parameter has even TR symmetry while for   = 1, 2, 3, the order
parameters have odd TR symmetry.
SU(2)spin Rotation Symmetry–The spin rotation operator is Sˆ = exp( i~ nˆ /2)
with nˆ the normal vector and   the angle of the rotation, hence
Sˆ†( ↵ ⌦ µ  ⌦   )Sˆ
=  ↵ ⌦ µ  ⌦ (exp(i~ nˆ /2)  exp( i~ nˆ /2))
(2.9)
For   = 0, the order parameter forms the spin-0 irreducible representation while for
  = 1, 2, 3, the order parameters form the spin-1 irreducible representation.
2.4.2 3 Layer Model
First, a third layer is added along (111) direction on the basis of the two-layer model,
thus making the lattice to be dice lattice.
One can set U˜ = U/t and choose a certain set of k space basis so that ~k = (kx, ky),
HTB can then be rewritten into ~k space:
Hband =  
X
~k
d†I(hop1!2 ⌦ (txe ikx + tye iky + tz)
+ hop2!3 ⌦ (txe i(kx ky) + ty + tzeiky)⌦  0)dI + h.c.,
tx =
1
4
0@ 1  p3
 p3 3
1A , ty = 1
4
0@ 1 p3p
3 3
1A ,
tz =
0@1 0
0 0
1A ;
(2.10)
where
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hop1!2 =
0BBB@
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA , hop2!3 =
0BBB@
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
1CCCA are hopping terms from the fist
layer to the second layer and from the second layer to third layer respectively; HMFI
can also be Fourier transformed as:
HMFI =  
X
k
M↵  d
†
I( ↵µ   )dI (2.11)
Let HMF =
P
k d
†
IAdI , diagonalizing HMF gives: HMF =
P
k  
†
kA˜ k with
A˜ = S 1AS =
0BBBBBBBBB@
✏1k 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0
0 0 . 0 0
0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 ✏12k
1CCCCCCCCCA
(2.12)
(where ✏1k  ✏2k  ...  ✏12k). For Ni3+ ion with d7 configuration, the eg orbitals are
1/4 filled, hence the mean-field ground state |MF i = ⇧k †3k †2k †1k |0i. By applying
Eq.(2.10),
EMF =
X
k
(✏1k + ✏2k + ✏3k)  hMF |HMFI |MF i
+ hMF |HI |MF i
(2.13)
The last term can be simplified by applying Wick’s theorem. Eq.(2.13) can be
numerically calculated, and by varying mean-field variables M↵  , the minimum
EMF together with the ground state |Gi can be found. According to this, one is
able to calculate the expectation values of the mean-field parameters due to |Gi:
hM↵  i = hG|M↵   |Gi. Diﬀerent phases can be found by comparing the values of
hM↵  i.
Since in our model, only the on-site interactions are included,  ↵ are diagonal
matrices. One can choose  0 to be identity and the other two matrices to be traceless,
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i.e.
 0 =
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1CCCA , 1 =
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0  1
1CCCA , 2 =
0BBB@
1 0 0
0  2 0
0 0 1
1CCCA (2.14)
Note that  0 and  2 have even inversion symmetry and  1 odd inversion symmetry,
where the inversion center is in the middle layer. The irreducible representation for
the 3 layer model can be found in Table 2.2.
D3d TR SU(2)spin Mean-field order parameters No.
A1g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M000, M200 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M001, M002, M003); (M201, M202, M203) 6
A2g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M020, M220 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M021, M022, M023); (M221, M222, M223) 6
Eg⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M010, M030); (M210, M230) 4
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 [(M011, M031), (M012, M032), (M013, M033)]; 12[(M211, M231), (M212, M232), (M213, M233)]
A1u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M120 1
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M121, M122, M123) 3
A2u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M100 1
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M101, M102, M103) 3
Eu⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M110, M130) 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 [(M111, M131), (M112, M132), (M113, M133)] 6
Table 2.2: The irreducible representation table for the 3-layer model
The relations of other parameters are chosen reasonably as U2 = U1   2J and
J/U1 = 0.2 in this calculation (the same condition for calculations of 4-layer, 5-layer
and 6-layer models is kept), and the corresponding phase diagram is shown in Fig.2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Phase diagram of 3 layer model, with 5 phases emerging.
One can verify that order parameters that fall into the same irreducible representation
behave in the same pace, i.e. if one of the them happens to be zero/non-zero, other
order parameters will have to be zero/non-zero as well. This is actually originally
due to the symmetry group of the model. Thus, one is also able to verify diﬀerent
phases by investigating those order parameters that appear to be non-zero in specific
U1/t value domains, since certain combinations of order parameters reflect certain
symmetry properties of the model in that domain.
As U1/t increases from 0 to 10, the first phase (see Fig.2-6(b)) emerges is the weak
ferromagnetic phase followed by a second order phase transition. The second phase
(see Fig. 2-6(c)) that emerges is a metallic phase, with a non-zero order parameter
 103. With another first order phase transition, a spin nematic (SN) (see Fig.2-6(d))
phase emerges with a special spin pattern on filled states. From the phase diagram
one can find  003 = 0.0833, which gives hd†i 0µ0 3dii = 1, and the total electron spin
magnetic moment per site is µB. This actually can be found by looking at the band
structure (see Fig.2-6(d)): 1/4 filling makes the three lowest bands fully filled in an
“up-up-down" pattern starting from the lowest one. This is also because the ferro-
magnetism is not strong enough to fully split the “spin up” energy levels and the “spin
down” energy levels. Followed by another first order phase transition, the ferromag-
netism becomes saturated, and a semimetal phase with a saturated ferromagnetism
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(see Fig.2-6(e)) takes place. The last phase that emerges is the fully polarized nematic
(FPN) phase (see Fig.2-6(f)).
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Figure 2-6: Band structures of 3 layer model at diﬀerent parameter regions. (a)
U1/t = 0.0. The flat band has four-fold degeneracy while the other bands are two-
fold degenerate. The horizontal red line indicates the fermi level, making the lowest
two (double degenerate) bands partially filled. (b) U1/t = 2.5. (c) U1/t = 4.0. (d)
U1/t = 5.0. (e) U1/t = 6.0. (f) U1/t = 9.5.
The phases can be characterized by investigating their non-zero order parameters
and corresponding symmetry breaking. The ferromagnetic phase ( 003 6= 0) breaks
both SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. The metallic phase ( 103 6= 0) breaks D3d,
SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. The SN phase ( 003 6= 0,  103 6= 0,  i13 =
p
3 i33 6=
0,  i10 =
p
3 i30 6= 0) breaks D3d, SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. The DHSM
( 003 6= 0,  120 =  123 6= 0,  010 =  013 6= 0,  210 =  213 6= 0,  030 =  033 6= 0,
 210 =  213 6= 0) phase breaks D3d, SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. Finally the FPN
phase ( 003 6= 0,  030 =  033 6= 0) breaks D3d, SU(2)spin and TR symmetries.
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2.4.3 4 Layer Model
Next, a four-layer model is considered. The only diﬀerence between a three-layer
model and a four-layer model is that in a four-layer model, there are 4 sites in a unit
cell, making the   matrices to be 4⇥ 4, instead of being 3⇥ 3, followed by a diﬀerent
number of order parameters.
Correspondingly, in terms of the irreducible representation of the mean-field pa-
rameters, the only diﬀerence is that every unit cell will have one more site, and the
four layers can be treated as two double-layer systems with intra-system and inter-
system hopping terms. Then one can write down the   matrices as the Kronecker
product of two diagonal Pauli matrices:
 0 = ⌧0 ⌦ ⌧0,  1 = ⌧0 ⌦ ⌧3,
 2 = ⌧3 ⌦ ⌧3,  3 = ⌧3 ⌦ ⌧0
(2.15)
where ⌧0 is 2 by 2 identity and ⌧3 is the third Pauli matrix. Again by applying eqs
(2.5) - (2.9), we can classify all the order parameters (see Table 2.3).
The same mean-field scheme can be performed, and the phase diagram can be
found in Fig.2-7. A SN phase (see Fig.2-8(b)) takes place at weak U1/t with non-zero
 103 and  303. After that, an saturated ferromagnetism occurs, the system is driven
into a quantum anomalous Hall insulator (QAHI) phase (see Fig.2-8(c)), which can
be characterized by the Chern number. The total Chern number of this phase is 2.
As U1/t is further increased, the system becomes a FPN phase.
Again from the symmetry point of view, the SN phase ( 103 6= 0,  303 6= 0)
breaks SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. The QAHI phase ( 003 6= 0,  020 =  023 6= 0,
 220 =  223 6= 0) breaks SU(2)spin, TR and even TR?. The FPN phase ( 003 6= 0,
 020 =  023 6= 0,  220 =  223 6= 0,  130 =  133 6= 0,  330 =  333 6= 0) breaks D3d,
SU(2)spin and TR symmetries.
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D3d TR SU(2)spin Mean-field order parameters No.
A1g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M000, M200 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M001, M002, M003); (M201, M202, M203) 6
A2g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M020, M220 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M021, M022, M023); (M221, M222, M223) 6
Eg⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M010, M030); (M210, M230) 4
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 [(M011, M031), (M012, M032), (M013, M033)]; 12[(M211, M231), (M212, M232), (M213, M233)]
A1u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M120, M320 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M121, M122, M123), (M321, M322, M323) 6
A2u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M100, M300 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M101, M102, M103), (M301, M302, M303) 6
Eu⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M110, M130), (M310, M330) 4
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 [(M111, M131), (M112, M132), (M113, M133)]; 12[(M311, M331), (M312, M332), (M313, M333)]
Table 2.3: The irreducible representation table for the 4-layer model.
2.4.4 5 Layer Model
Here we consider a system with one more layer, a five-layer model. For five layer
model, it can be expected that there are 5 linear independent   (5 by 5) matrices.
To follow the consistent of way of choosing lambda matrices, we let:
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Figure 2-7: Phase diagram of 4 layer model, with 4 phases emerging.
 0 =
0BBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCA
,  1 =
0BBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  1
1CCCCCCCCCA
,
 2 =
0BBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0
0  1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCA
,  3 =
0BBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCA
,
 4 =
0BBBBBBBBB@
 1 0 0 0 0
0  1 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0  1
1CCCCCCCCCA
(2.16)
and the irreducible representation table can be found in table 2.4.
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Figure 2-8: Band structures of the 4 layer model at diﬀerent parameter regions. (a)
U1/t = 2.5. Every band is two fold degenerate. (b)U1/t = 4.0. Every band is two
fold degenerate. Considering 1/4 filling, the Fermi level is between the second lowest
(degenerate) level and the third lowest (degenerate) level. (c) U1/t = 6.3, with four
lowest bands fully filled. Starting from the lowest band, the Chern number of the 4
filled levels are 3, 2, -1, -2 respectively, making the total Chern number of the state
to be 3 + 2  1  2 = 2. (d) U1/t = 9.0.
Following the same route, one is able to find out the phase diagram, as in Fig.2-9.
L = 5 means that there would be 5 independent   matrices, making the number
of order parameters to be 5 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 = 80. To be consistent with the choices of  
matrices in three and four layer models, the   matrices here are chosen in the same
way as in Eq.(2.16). In the phase diagram, the first phase that emerges is again a
semimetal (SM) phase (Fig.2-10(b)). The second phase (Fig.2-10(c)) is an insulating
phase. In this phase,  003 becomes a constant, and from the phase diagram (Fig.2-
9), one can find that the value is -0.15, which gives hd†i 0µ0 3dii = 3, and the total
electron spin magnetic moment per site is 3µB. One can find a way to explain this
by looking at the band structure (see Fig.2-10(c)): with 5 lowest bands (1/4 filling)
filled, the spin pattern of these five bands shall be “up-up-up-up-down” starting from
the lowest band. This situation is actually very similar to that in 3-layer model,
when the ferromagnetism is not strong enough to fully polarize the system, it rather
prefers a state with an intermediate ferromagnetism. A first order phase transition
then drives the ferromagnetic order to becomes saturated, and a FPN phase takes
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place (Fig.2-10(d)).
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Figure 2-9: Phase diagram of 5 layer model, with 4 phases emerging.
The broken symmetries for every phase are listed in the following: the SN phase
( 003 6= 0,  203 6= 0,  403 6= 0) breaks SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. The insulating
phase ( x10 =
p
3 x30,  x13 =
p
3 x33, x = 0, 2, 4) breaks D3d, SU(2)spin and
TR symmetries. The FPN phase ( 003 6= 0,  020 =  023 6= 0,  220 =  223 6= 0,
 x30 =  x33 6= 0, x = 0, 2, 4) breaks D3d, SU(2)spin and TR symmetries.
2.4.5 6 Layer Model
As we add more and more layers to the model, the behavior of the system should be
more and more like the bulk system, and the “up-up-down-down-up-up-down-down”
spin pattern shall be easier to be captured. We choose 6-layer model as our last model,
and the spin pattern is expected. We choose 6-layer model as our last model, and the
spin pattern is expected. The 6 layer model apparently needs 6 linear independent 6
by 6 matrices. One can conveniently choose:
 0 = ⌧0   ⌧0   ⌧0,  1 = ⌧0   ⌧3   ( ⌧0),
 2 = ⌧0   ( ⌧0)  ⌧0,  3 = ⌧0   ( ⌧3)  ( ⌧0),
 4 = ⌧3   ⌧0   ( ⌧3),  5 = ⌧3   ⌧3   ⌧3
(2.17)
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Figure 2-10: Band structures of the 5 layer model at diﬀerent parameter regions. (a)
U1/t = 1.0. The flat band is four fold degenerate, while every other band is two fold
degenerate. (b) U1/t = 4.0. Every band is two fold degenerate. (c) U1/t = 5.3, with
four lowest bands fully filled. (d) U1/t = 8.0.
There are 6 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 = 96 order parameters, and the corresponding irreducible
representation table can be found in Table 2.5.
The phase diagram can be found in Fig.2-11. To better analyze the behavior of the
order parameters, we add two more   matrices that are actually linear combinations
of the 6   matrices in Eq.(2.17):  6 = ( ⌧3)  ⌧0   ⌧3,  7 =  ⌧3   ⌧3   ( ⌧3). Since
there are so many order parameters, which makes the calculation too time consuming,
we discard orders  x00 (x = 0, 1, 2, ..., 7), due to the fact that these orders do not
change the phase boundaries. For instance,  000 has nothing to do with anything
else but the value of the chemical potential.
As usual, when varying U1/t, one is able to sort out diﬀerent phases, as in Fig.2-11.
In the phase diagram, the first phase emerging is a semimetal phase (Fig.2-12(b)).
Followed by a first order phase transition, the ferromagnetism becomes saturated,
and a quantum anomalous Hall insulator (QAHI) (see Fig.2-12(c)) phase takes place,
with non-zero total Chern number. The third phase that occurs is a FPN phase
(Fig.2-12(d)).
By investigating the symmetry of every phase, one is able to find that the metallic
phase ( 003 6= 0,  203 6= 0,  403 6= 0,  603 6= 0) breaks SU(2)spin and TR sym-
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Figure 2-11: Phase diagram of 6 layer model, with 4 phases emerging. To better
see the behavior of the order parameters, another two   matrices dependent on  x
(x=0,1,...5) are introduced, ie.  6 = ( ⌧3)   ⌧0   ⌧3,  7 =  ⌧3   ⌧3   ( ⌧3). For 6
layer model, since there are too many order parameters, we discard orders  x00 with
x = 0, 1, ...7
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Figure 2-12: Band structures of the 6 layer model at diﬀerent parameter regions.
(a) U1/t = 1.5. Every band is two-fold degenerate.(b) U1/t = 5.0. (c) U1/t = 7.7.
The lowest 6 bands are fully filled, whose Chern numbers are: -3, -2, 2, 0, 2, 0
starting from the lowest one, making the total Chern number of the state to be
 3  2 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 0 =  1. (d) U1/t = 8.0, the total Chern number of the state is
0.
metries. The QAHI phase ( 020 =  023 6= 0,  220 =  223 6= 0,  420 =  423 6= 0,
 620 =  623 6= 0) breaks SU(2)spin and TR symmetries. The FPN phase breaks D3d,
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SU(2)spin and TR symmetries.
2.5 Conclusion
We have done a systematic mean-field calculations of RNiO3 multilayers grown along
(111) direction with number of layers varying from 2 to 6, and we found the phase dia-
grams of all these models. From these phase diagrams, we obtained interesting phases
such as Dirac half semi-metal phase (DHSM) for 2 layer model, semi-metal phase
(SM), spin nematic phase (SN), quantum anomalous Hall insulator phase (QAHI),
fully polarized nematic phase (FPN), etc.
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D3d TR SU(2)spin Mean-field order parameters No.
A1g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M000, M200, M400 3
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M001, M002, M003); (M201, M202, M203); 9(M401, M402, M403)
A2g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M020, M220, M420 3
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M021, M022, M023); (M221, M222, M223) 9(M421, M422, M423)
Eg⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M010, M030); (M210, M230); (M410, M430) 6
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1
[(M011, M031), (M012, M032), (M013, M033)];
18[(M211, M231), (M212, M232), (M213, M233)];
[(M411, M431), (M412, M432), (M413, M433)]
A1u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M120, M320 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M121, M122, M123), (M321, M322, M323) 6
A2u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M100, M300 2
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦ Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M101, M102, M103), (M301, M302, M303) 6
Eu⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M110, M130), (M310, M330) 4
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 [(M111, M131), (M112, M132), (M113, M133)]; 12[(M311, M331), (M312, M332), (M313, M333)]
Table 2.4: The irreducible representation table for the 5-layer model
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D3d TR SU(2)spin Mean-field order parameters No.
A1g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M000, M200, M400 3
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M001, M002, M003); (M201, M202, M203); 9(M401, M402, M403)
A2g⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M020, M220, M420 3
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M021, M022, M023); (M221, M222, M223) 9(M421, M422, M423)
Eg⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M010, M030); (M210, M230); (M410, M430) 6
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1
[(M011, M031), (M012, M032), (M013, M033)];
18[(M211, M231), (M212, M232), (M213, M233)];
[(M411, M431), (M412, M432), (M413, M433)]
A1u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M120, M320, M520 3
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M121, M122, M123), (M321, M322, M323), 9(M521, M522, M523)
A2u⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 M100, M300, M500 3
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1 (M101, M102, M103), (M301, M302, M303), 9(M501, M502, M503)
Eu⌦
TRe⌦ Spin  0 (M110, M130), (M310, M330), (M510, M530) 6
Spin  1 0
TRo⌦
Spin  0 0
Spin  1
[(M111, M131), (M112, M132), (M113, M133)];
18[(M311, M331), (M312, M332), (M313, M333)];
[(M511, M531), (M512, M532), (M513, M533)]
Table 2.5: The irreducible representation table for the 6-layer model
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Chapter 3
Possible high temperature odd parity
superconductivity in LaNi7/8Co1/8O3
(111) bilayers
In Chapter 2, we have investigated the phase diagrams of multilayer transition metal
oxide heterostructure grown along (111) direction in the mean-field level. While the
results reveals several interesting phases, there are limitations and drawbacks with
the treatment of mean-field theory. One of the biggest limitations is that due to
the fact of artificially deploying mean-field parameters and apply mean-field energy
minimization in the parameter space, we are introducing bias into the system with
the choice of mean-field parameters. This means that there may be possible phases
that can not be captured either due to the fact of its biased treatment or due to the
fact that these phases are beyond the mean-field scope, which require higher order
fluctuations. One example is the superconducting phase-especially unconventional
superconductor-which has been a very important and hot topic during last decades
[6, 32]. In this chapter, we will investigate the possibility of superconductor in certain
materials and phase diagrams.
There has been a lot of diﬀerent proposals about the mechanisms of superconduc-
tivity. One well known example is the electron superconductivity induced by phonon-
mediated attractive interactions [17]. Besides, the famous work done by Kohn and
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Luttinger showed that weak repulsive interactions can also lead to superconductiv-
ity in Fermi liquids, albeit with low superconducting transition temperature [36].
Even though some of the superconducting pairing mechanisms are still under debate,
e.g. the d-wave pairing symmetry in copper-oxide compounds [7, 82] that drives a
high-temperature superconductor, it has been widely acknowledged that the antifer-
romagnetic spin correlations caused by the strong repulsive Coulomb interaction has
played a critical role for the superconducting pairing of electrons [67]. Besides super-
conducting cuprates, the discovery of iron based superconductors during recent years
has been another exciting and significant "game changer" in the superconductor com-
munity, which gave rise to another popular and ever growing class of unconventional
superconductors [67, 78]. When we look at the parent compounds of iron based super-
conductivity, we see that they are also metallic due to moderate electron interactions.
More importantly, they are also antiferromagnetically ordered.
One of the important mechanisms that could drive superconductivity is based on
the spin-density-wave (SDW) fluctuations, which may cause high temperature super-
conductivity, compared to the usually low temperature superconductivity due to the
conventional Kohn-Luttinger physics. Based on this mechanism, there are multiple
proposals claiming that the antiferromagnetic fluctuations of iron pnictides can induce
superconducting pairing in the intermediate coupling regions. To name a few among
them, I. I. Mazin et. al. proposed an unconventional superconductivity in a nearly
magnetic iron based layered compound LaFeAsO1 xFx, resulting in a s-wave pairing
with a sign reversal of the order parameter between diﬀerent Fermi surface sheets
[46]; A. V. Chubukov et. al. analyzed antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in
novel Fe-based superconductors within the itinerant model of small electron and hole
pockets near (0,0) and (⇡, ⇡) corners of Brillouin zone, also finding the extended
s-wave superconductor [10]; Fa Wang et. al. investigated a five band model with
pure repulsive interactions of FeAs-Based materials and found an electronic-driven
superconducting pairing instability [87]. There are also a lot of numerical calcula-
tions backing up the results based on this mechanism, including various versions of
renormalization group (RG) techniques, such as the important RG framework by R.
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Shankar [73] and the functional renormalization group theory (fRG) [47, 59]. Similar
methods have also been applied to cuprate materials, producing a superconductivity
with d-wave pairing symmetry [23, 103]. From this theoretical point of view, the
antiferromagnetic instability at the bare level eventually contributes to the supercon-
ductivity scattering channels at lower energies during the renormalization steps
Among diﬀerent pairing symmetries of superconductors, the odd-parity supercon-
ductors are catching more and more attention, partially due to the potential appli-
cations in realizing Majorana fermions, e.g. D. A. Ivanov argued that the excitation
spectrum of a half-quantum vortex in a p-wave superconductor contains a zero-energy
Majorana fermion [26]. However, experimental discoveries on these known odd-parity
superconductors all have rather low transition temperatures, such as the experimen-
tal work on Sr2RuO4. This presents experimental challenges to investigation of their
fundamental properties, as well as to using them in various applications.
Based on these preceding theoretical, in this chapter, we are going to propose that
charge-density-wave (CDW) fluctuations in a ferromagnetic metallic system can drive
high temperature odd parity superconductivity, analogous to the mentioned high tem-
perature SDW-driven spin-singlet superconductivity. In addition, this mechanism is
directly applicable to certain transition metal oxide heterostructures, which attracted
much theoretical and experimental interest in the past decade [24, 53, 96] as promis-
ing hosts for various strongly correlated electronic states. In particular, we expect
that the CDW fluctutation driven odd parity superconductivity could occur in the
LaNi1 xCoxO3 bilayer grown in the (111) direction, with light cobalt doping of x
= 1/8. Transition metal oxide heterstructures grown along the (111) direction have
been proposed to host various topological phases [96, 101, 64, 63]. More details of the
model can be found in Section 3.1. A controllable doping by Co-atoms is expected to
be achievable using the currently available experimental techniques. Moreover, exper-
imental development also encourages us to work on this specific model, for instance
the recent successful experimental synthesis of NaLiO3 (111) bilayers as seen in [48].
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Figure 3-1: The figure is adopted from [96]. (a) The original perovskite structure (b)
A (111) bilayer consisting of the top layer indicated by red circles and the bottom
layer indicated by blue circles. The lattice constant is a0. The bilayer shown as solid
lines in (b) forms the honeycomb lattice when projected on the [111] plane with the
lattice constant a˜ =
p
2/3a0. (c) The real space coordinates are labeled by (x, y, z)
in the original cubic lattice, while it is labeled by (X, Y ) in the [111] plane.
3.1 Model
Our main model is inspired by [96], where perovskite-type transition metal oxides
growing along (111) direction. Instead of considering multilayer structures, we focus
on bilayer structures in this chapter. Same as [96], the perovskite structure ABO3 can
be found in Fig. 3-1(a). In an ideal perovskite structure, the transition metal irons
form a simple cubic lattice, with each B iron surrounded by a octahedral crystalline
environment formed by O atoms. Same as in Chapter 2, the d orbitals of transition
metal irons are split into a two fold degenerate eg group consist of (d3z2 r2 , dx2 y2)
levels and a t2g group consist of (dxy, dyz, dzx) levels. These groups are separated by
the crystalline field which is called 10Dq with the value in the order of 3eV. With the
electron filling structure of the B irons, the t2g group is fully filled, while the eg group
is 1/4 filled. The band structure of the nearest neighbor tight-binding model can be
found in Fig.3-2(a). After considering further neighbor hoppings the lower flat bands
obtain dispersion but is still nearly flat, as shown in a first principle calculation [101].
In the undoped LaNiO3 bilayer, if interactions are turned oﬀ, the Fermi level
lies in the middle of a large peak of density of states due to the nearly flat bands.
And fully polarized ferromagnetism develops in a HatreeFock mean-field calculation
[101] even in the presence of moderate repulsions, which can be understood in as
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Figure 3-2: (a) The nearest neighbor tight-binding band structure of the bilayer
ABO3, where each band is two fold degenerate due to degree of freedom from spin,
the highest degenerate band and the lowest degenerate band are flat bands. The red
line is the fermi level with 1/8 doping, see details in main text. (b)The Fermi surface
at 1/8 doping, where the black hexagon is the Brillouin zone, and the red dashed
hexagon is the Fermi surface with nesting vectors Q1, Q2 and Q3.
a consequence of the Stoner’s instability. The cobalt doping is a new ingredient
that partially depletes the flat bands, which further enhances the tendency towards
ferromagnetism because, when interactions are tuned oﬀ, the density of states at the
Fermi level is even larger. After turning on the realistic repulsions of the Ni ion,
spin polarized bands are shown in Fig.3-2(a), and the x = 1/8 doping moves the
Fermi level from the Dirac touching points to the nested Fermi surface depicted in
Fig.3-2(b).
The Hamiltonian of our model can be written as H = HTB + HI , where HTB is
the nearest neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian:
HTB =  
X
hr,r0i
X
ab
(tabr r0d
†
r,a,↵dr0,b,  + h.c.)
tr,r±xˆ =
t
4
0@ 1  p3
 p3 3
1A , tr,r±yˆ = t
4
0@ 1 p3p
3 3
1A ,
tr,r±zˆ = t
0@1 0
0 0
1A
(3.1)
where r and r0 are the position vectors of Ni atoms; a and b label the sublattice
degrees of freedom; ↵ and   label orbital degree of freedom, with value 1 being
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|d3z2 r2i and value 2 being |dx2 y2i. HI is the interaction term with onsite Hubbard
repulsion U between the orbitals:
HI = U
X
r,a
X
↵< 
nra↵nra  (3.2)
and the orbitals are ↵ 2 {dz2 , d3z2 r2}, with nra↵ being the corresponding electron
density. Note that recently various RG techniques were used to propose interesting
quantum phases in quarter doped graphene [59, 60, 50, 89, 33], which has the same
Fermi surface as our system Fig.refbandStructure(b), but has spinful electrons and
very diﬀerent orbital structure.
3.2 Method: The functional Renormalization Group
Theory
We treat the interaction HI using functional renormalization group (fRG) method.
The main idea of fRG is to integrate out higher energy part in the energy scale and
renormalize the low energy part by taking the scattering between high energy part
and low energy part. Let the total action S = S0 +  S, where
S0 =
X
k
 ¯(k)(i!   ⇠k) (k)
 S =  1
4
X
4321
V4321 ¯(k4) ¯(k3) (k2) (k1)
(3.3)
are the bare and interaction part of the action respectively. In  S, indices 1   4
are indices for momenta, and  S is the usual four fermion interaction which can be
derived from interactive Hamiltonians.
For the bare action part, we can split it into low energy part and high energy part,
and the action can be rewritten as:
S = S0< + S0> +  S (3.4)
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where S0< is the low energy part of the bare action and S0> is the high energy part
of the bare action. The partition function can then be constructed as
Z =
Z
<
D D ¯
Z
>
D D ¯eS0<+S0>+ S
=
Z
<
D D ¯eS0<
Z
>
D D ¯eS0>+ S
=
Z
<
D D ¯eS0<
R
>D D ¯eS0>+ SR
>D D ¯eS0>
Z
>
D D ¯eS0>
=
Z
<
D D ¯eS0< he Si>
(3.5)
For any exponent component ⌦, cumulant expansion gives
he⌦i = eh⌦i+1/2(h⌦2i h⌦i2) (3.6)
when applying the same cumulant expansion to he Si>, we are able to expand it as
he Si> = eh Si>+1/2(h S
2i> h Si2>) (3.7)
Since all disconnected Feynman diagrams get cancelled by  h Si term, we only
need to focus on 12 h( S)2i term, where
1
2
( S)2 =
1
2
1
16
Z
V4321V40302010 ¯(k4) ¯(k3) (k2) (k1) ¯(k
0
4) ¯(k
0
3) (k
0
2) (k
0
1) (3.8)
This above expression can be reiterate as the summation of three channels, one
particle-particle channel PP , two particle-hole channel PH and PH 0. The three
channels can be analytically written as:
PP =
1
8
V4365V6521G6G5 ¯(k4) ¯(k3) (k2) (k1)
PH =
1
2
V6451V3526G5G6 ¯(k4) ¯(k3) (k2) (k1)
PH 0 =  1
2
V6351V4526G5G6 ¯(k4) ¯(k3) (k2) (k1)
(3.9)
where indices 5 and 6 are contracted momenta that come from the high energy part,
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Figure 3-3: The diagrams of three channels.
G are the Green’s functions, and the pre-factor of PP term is 18 = 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 12 ⇥ 116
while the pre-factor of PH and PH 0 terms is 12 = 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 12 ⇥ 116 due to
the combinational nature from indices 1   4. G are the Green’s functions, and the
subscripts indicate the corresponding momentum points. To understand these terms
in a naive fashion, what we are doing is considering the eﬀect of the higher energy
part as a ’eﬀective perturbation’ to the low energy part, since the low energy part
is the most important part to explaining the physics. Graphically, these three terms
can be depicted in Fig.3-3.
In our model, we treat the interaction HI using the above fRG method, which
provides the renormalized 4-point vertex function V ⇤(k4, b4;k3, b3;k2, b2;k1, b1) as
the energy cutoﬀ ⇤ around the Fermi energy is successively shrunk, and less and less
states around the Fermi surface are retained. An initial energy cutoﬀ ⇤0 is chosen with
a suitable value and the initial vertex function V ⇤0 is equal to the bare interaction
HI expressed in terms of band electron operators ck,b with b the band index. Notice
that for vertex functions, the four momenta have to conserve as k4 + k3 = k2 + k1
and by convention k4 and k1 belong to operators acting on the same orbital. The
bare interaction, and therefore the initial fRG Hamiltonian, are precisely equal to the
original Hamiltonian only if the initial energy cutoﬀ ⇤0 is large enough to include the
flat bands. However, then there must be a single step in the shrinking of energy cutoﬀ
⇤, no matter how small, which pushes an entire flat band of states outside the cutoﬀ at
once. To technically avoid such an fRG step, we set ⇤0 < t just small enough that the
flat bands are completely ignored in the bare interaction V ⇤0 . Once the initial energy
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Figure 3-4: One fRG step. We set ⇤0 < t just small enough that the flat bands are
completely ignored in the bare interaction V ⇤0 . In each step the vertex functions
inside the cutoﬀ are updated by integrating out the energy shell (grey area in figure)
with a summation of Feynman diagrams representing the scattering between momenta
inside the energy shell and momenta inside cutoﬀ. The cutoﬀ is updated after each
iteration.
cutoﬀ ⇤0 together with the initial vertex functions are decided, we follow the fRG
scheme, where in each fRG iteration step the vertex function correction is obtained
by summing the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.3-3. A graphical representation can
be found in Fig.frg. A more detailed description of fRG and its applications can be
found in Ref.[47].
To find out the quantum phases, at each fRG iteration step, we extract from vertex
functions V ⇤ the eﬀective interaction for candidate phases. One obvious candidate
is the superconductivity (SC). We choose the other candidate phase to be the charge
density wave (CDW) phase, due to the electronic structure of LaNi1 xCoxO3 at
x = 1/8 that hosts a fully polarized hexagonal Fermi surface with nesting wave
vectors, while nested Fermi surface is well known to have tendency towards CDW.
The CDW and SC instabilities, represented by V ⇤CDW and V ⇤SC respectively, are
specified by k4 = k1 + Q, k2 = k3 + Q and k4 =  k3, k1 =  k2 respectively.
Due to the symmetry of the system, it is enough to consider one CDW nesting vec-
tor Q ⌘ Q1 from Fig.3-2. We consider 16x16-unit-cell finite periodic system which
discretizes lattice momenta k, and an eﬀective interaction V ⇤(k, b;k0, b0) becomes a
Hermitian matrix with composite indices (k, b). The eigenvalues  i(⇤) of this ma-
trix are eﬀective interaction strengths in instability channels i, while eigenvectors
v⇤i ((k), b) are the corresponding form factors. In this way, the eﬀective interaction
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for the CDW and SC instabilities can be represented by the eﬀective interaction
strength and and form factors
P
i  i ˆ
†
CDW,i ˆCDW,i and
P
i  i ˆ
†
SC,i ˆSC,i respectively,
where  ˆCDW,i ⌘
P
k,b vi(k, b)c
†
k+Q,bck,b,  ˆSC,i ⌘
P
k,b vi(k, b)ck,bc-k,b ⌘
P
k SC,i(k)
respectively.
To determine which channel is the channel that holds the ground state, we use the
form factors as the wave functions and we set a corresponding mean field parameters
and add to the Hamiltonian. The mean field energy can be easily calculated with a
well defined mean field parameter, similar as in Chapter 2. We then calculate the
mean field energy for all the fRG channels of CDW and SC instabilities, and the
fRG channel with the lowest mean field energy is the fRG channel with the largest
instability and the wave function of the the ground state is found in the form of
the corresponding form factors. If after the fRG iterations, the number of momenta
inside the final cutoﬀ is to small to capture the dispersion of the energy bands,
an extrapolation of momenta can be done before mean field treatment by inserting
new momenta with the energy value determined by the surrounding momenta. We
control the number of momenta inserted such that after extrapolation, the number
of momenta is four times the number of before extrapolation.
After the ground state is found, the property of the ground state can be found
by looking into the form factors. For instance, we are able to find out the pairing
symmetry of the SC state by mapping back the form factors (originally in the form of a
vector) into a function with respect to the 2D momentum space, since the form factors
directly reflect the pairing of the superconductivity. However, before we directly use
the form factors obtained from fRG, there is one more issue: since the basis of form
factors are randomly chosen in the process of diagnolization of V ⇤, the form factors of
diﬀerent momenta are not ’correlated’ in the sense that the basis of diﬀerent momenta
are diﬀerent. To see the properties of states from form factors, we have to unify the
basis of form factors.
To take CDW as an example, we label the eﬀective instabilities V ⇤ as
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V ⇤ =
X
k
Vk 
†
k+Q k (3.10)
where  k/ †k are the quasi-particle annihilation/creation operators at momentum k
respectively, while our Hamiltonian can be written in the general matrix form:
H =
⇣
c†A↵k c
†
A k c
†
B↵k c
†
B k
⌘
A
0BBBBBB@
cA↵k
cA k
cB↵k
cB k
1CCCCCCA
=
⇣
c†A↵k c
†
A k c
†
B↵k c
†
B k
⌘
S0A˜S
 1
0
0BBBBBB@
cA↵k
cA k
cB↵k
cB k
1CCCCCCA
=
⇣
 †1k  
†
2k  
†
3k  
†
4k
⌘
A
0BBBBBB@
 1k
 2k
 3k
 4k
1CCCCCCA
(3.11)
Here A and B label sub-lattice degree of freedom, ↵ and   label orbital degree of
freedom, indices 1  4 labels the bands starting from the lowest band.
To unify the basis of all momenta, we can fix the basis of one momentum point
k, once the symmetry transformation T between all other momenta and k is found,
it is easy to transform the the basis of all other momenta to the basis of k simply by
using the transformation:
V ⇤ =
X
k
Vk 
†
k+Q k =
X
k
Vk ˜
†
k+Q ˜k (3.12)
Under T , the real space position R is transformed as R˜ = rR + t with R =
r 1R˜   t˜, where r and t are matrix and vector in the 2D real space. Respectively,
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under T , the momentum space coordinates k are transformed as:
k˜ = (r 1)Tk
k = rT k˜
(3.13)
Correspondingly, if we write the transformation of annihilation operators as c˜JR =
MJJ 0(R)cJ 0R˜ whereMJJ 0(R) is a 4⇥4matrix living in the space of sublattice⌦orbital,
J and J 0 take values from 1 to 4, due to the number of bands. We will omit the
notation of space dependance for simplicity.Then
c˜Jk =
X
k
e ik
TRMJJ 0cJ 0R˜ =
X
k
e ik
T r 1
J0 (R˜ tJ0 )MJJ 0cJ 0R˜
= eik
T t˜JMJJ 0
X
R˜
e ik˜
T R˜cJ 0R˜ = e
ikT r 1
J0 tJ0MJJ 0cJ 0k˜
(3.14)
The quasiparticle operators after symmetry transformation can then be written
as
 ˜k = S2J(k)c˜Jk = S¯J(k˜)cJk˜
 k˜ = S2J(k˜)cJk˜
(3.15)
where  ˜k is the transformed operator with original k,  k˜ is the original operator with
transformed k, and S¯J(k˜) = S2J 0(rT k˜)eik˜
T
tMJJ 0 where we only focus on the second
band due to the fact that the initial energy cutoﬀ ⇤0 excludes all three other bands,
see Fig.3-4.
Define
ei k˜ = h0| k˜ ˜†k |0i
⌘ S2J(k˜)S⇤2J 0(rTJ 0k˜)e ik˜
T
J0 tMJ 0J
(3.16)
Let  ¯k˜ ⌘  k˜ei (k˜), we have
V Qk  
†
k+Q k = V¯
Q
k  ¯
†
k+Q ¯k (3.17)
where
V¯ Qk = V
Q
k e
i( k  k+Q) (3.18)
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Figure 3-5: The lattice structure. (a) The original 3D lattice structure, Solid dots
and circles indicate diﬀerent sub-lattices. (b) The view from (111) direction. C6 is
the 60 degree rotation, i is the inversion symmetry and C 02 is the 180 degree rotation
along the other axis.
are the form factors with unified basis.
The M matrices can be found by analyzing the lattice symmetry group of the
model, which is D3d in our model. The lattice structure with symmetry operators
can be found in Fig.3-5, where we choose C6, i and C 02 as our basis for D3d. We label
h3z2   r2i as eg1 and hx2   y2i as eg2.
C3–With the 120 degree rotation C3, the original 3D coordinates transforms as:0BBB@
x
y
z
1CCCA)
0BBB@
y
z
x
1CCCA (3.19)
Since
C3
0@eg1
eg2
1A =
0@ 12  p32p
3
2  12
1A0@eg1
eg2
1A (3.20)
in the electron operator space, we then have
C3
0BBBBBB@
cA↵
cA 
cB↵
cB 
1CCCCCCA =MC26
0BBBBBB@
cA↵
cA 
cB↵
cB 
1CCCCCCA (3.21)
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where
MC26 =
0BBBBBB@
 12  
p
3
2 0 0p
3
2  12 0 0
0 0  12  
p
3
2
0 0
p
3
2  12
1CCCCCCA (3.22)
Inversion i–With inversion symmetry i, the original 3D coordinates transforms as:0BBB@
x
y
z
1CCCA)
0BBB@
 x
 y
 z
1CCCA (3.23)
Since
i
0@eg1
eg2
1A =
0@1 0
0 1
1A0@eg1
eg2
1A (3.24)
we can get:
Mi =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1CCCCCCA (3.25)
C 02–With C 02, the original 3D coordinates transforms as:0BBB@
x
y
z
1CCCA)
0BBB@
 y
 x
 z
1CCCA (3.26)
Since
i
0@eg1
eg2
1A =
0@1 0
0  1
1A0@eg1
eg2
1A (3.27)
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we can get:
Mi =
0BBBBBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0  1
1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
1CCCCCCA (3.28)
Since MiMC3MC6 = I, we are able to find MC6 = (MiMC3) 1.
In the 2D coordinates (X, Y ) as depicted in Fig.3-5(b), we are able to find all the
r matrices and t vectors as the following:
rA,C6 =
0@0  1
1 1
1A , tA,C6 =
0@0
0
1A ; rB,C6 =
0@0  1
1 1
1A , tB,C6 =
0@ 1
 1
1A ;
rA,i =
0@ 1 0
0  1
1A , tA,i =
0@1
0
1A ; rB,i =
0@ 1 0
0  1
1A , tB,i =
0@1
0
1A ;
rA,C02 =
0@1 1
0  1
1A , tA,C02 =
0@0
0
1A ; rB,C02 =
0@1 1
0  1
1A , tB,C02 =
0@0
0
1A .
(3.29)
3.3 Results
Fig.3-8(a)–(c) shows the FRG flow of the most dominant CDW and SC channels with
the running cutoﬀ ln(⇤0/⇤), obtained for a range of diﬀerent interaction strengths
U/t. The plotted CDW eigenvalue is the most negative and grows the most in the flow,
indicating an instability in this CDW channel. The form factor is almost constant
and shown in Fig.3-8 (a)(c). At the end of the flow in our system with 16x16 unit
cells, only momenta positioned on the Fermi surface are retained, so the form-factors
become functions on the linear segments which define the Fermi surface. Note that
for the smallest interaction strength in Fig.3-8(a) the divergence of the CDW channel
is not developed because the number of fRG steps is limited by finite system size.
For moderate but larger U/t, an SC channel becomes leading during the flow, and
its form factor is shown in Fig.3-9 – it is a pairing with f-wave symmetry. Since in the
model the electrons are spinless, the pairing must be odd, i.e. v(k, b) =  v( k, b),
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and the pairing form factor has zeros at momenta for which k ⌘  k, the M points
on the Fermi surface in Fig.3-9(a). However the figure clearly shows that the f-wave
pairing in this system is due to a diﬀerent set of nodal lines where the form factor
changes sign. These nodes are caused by the nesting of the Fermi surface, and we
will discuss them in detail at the next section.
To confirm the relevance of these instabilities, we combine the kinetic energy
HTB in Eq.3.1 with the obtained eﬀective interactions and calculate the mean field
ground state. Firstly we emphasize that the initial model with the bare interaction
has no mean field SC instability for the considered interaction strengths U/t. This is
consistent with the fact that the lowest SC eigenvalue at the initial step of the flow
at any U/t is simply zero. On the other hand, the bare Hamiltonian has a strong
instability to CDW due to nesting. The fRG result for the eﬀective interactions V ⇤FSC
and V ⇤FCDW , obtained at the end of flow, ⇤ = ⇤F , lead to the eﬀective Hamiltonian
HMF = HTB,MF +H
⇤F
I,MF (3.30)
which is constructed in an energy window ⇠ 0.1t around the Fermi surface: the
HTB,MF (k) simply equals HTB(k), but we use a bigger lattice (48⇥ 48 unit-cells) to
obtain a good sampling of momenta points k within the energy window; the H⇤FI,MF (k)
at some point k is a simple extrapolation of the values of eﬀective interaction H⇤FI
which the fRG provides on a smaller set of momenta on the Fermi surface. After
the usual mean field treatment of HMF , we obtain the phase diagram in Fig.3-6,
which confirms that the CDW ground state is replaced by a SC ground state at
U/t > 0.27. The mean field ground state in the entire CDW phase is described by
an equal superposition, with coeﬃcients 1, of the Q1, Q2 and Q3 versions of the
CDW form-factor in Fig.3-10(a). Fig.3-7 shows a schematic of this ground state in
the real space honeycomb lattice, emphasizing the fact that the rotation and mirror
symmetries of the lattice are preserved, although the charge pattern doubles the unit-
cell in both directions.
In the SC phase, the ground state is the f-wave superconductor with the form-
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Figure 3-6: The mean field phase diagram obtained from the fRG eﬀective interac-
tions.
Figure 3-7: Schematic of real space CDW pattern which is the mean field ground
state in the CDW phase. Sites on red bonds have higher charge density.
factor in Fig.3-9(a).
To further reveal how the SC instability prevails in the flow at moderate interaction
strengths, in Fig.3-8(a)–(c) we also present the part of the interaction which is shared
by both CDW and SC eﬀective interactions, which is named the shared channel.
Namely, if the additional constraint k3 ⌘  (k1 +Q) is satisfied, the expressions for
eﬀective interactions VSC and VCDW become identical and equal to
VˆShared =
X
k
VShared(k, b)c†k+Q,bc
†
 (k+Q),bc k,bck,b (3.31)
The maximal magnitude of the function VShared(k, b) is an indicator of the cooper-
ation between the CDW and SC instabilities, and Fig.3-8(a)–(c) shows that significant
growth of the SC instability correlates with the growth of the shared channel. This
confirms our statement that the CDW fluctuations, caused by Fermi surface nest-
ing, drive the SC correlations, allowing for a superconducting state at intermediate
Hubbard repulsion strengths.
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Figure 3-8: (a) – (c) fRG flow of leading CDW and SC instabilities. The shared
channel confirms that the initially strong CDW instability drives the SC instability
leading to a SC state. (a) U = 0.1t, (b) U = 0.4t, (c) U = 0.8t (d) SC pairing changes
sign around special points k0 for which the Fermi surface nesting vector Q maps k0
to  k0.
3.4 Discussion and Conclusion
The SC form factor in Fig.3-9(a) has an f wave profile because it changes sign upon
crossing nodal lines which pass through high symmetry N points on the Fermi sur-
face. We will argue that such SC nodal lines are a generic feature in presence of
Fermi surface nesting and inversion symmetry, which provide a simple rule of pairing
symmetry of the CDW-driven spin-polarized superconductivity.
Consider two nested pieces of the Fermi surface which are displaced by a vector
Q, schematically shown in Fig.3-8(d). In presence of inversion symmetry, there must
be a point k0 whose nesting partner k0+Q equals its inversion partner  k0. We will
argue that there is a node in the SC pairing at that point, and furthermore the pairing
changes sign on the Fermi surface as k0 is crossed (consequently also when  k0 is
crossed), see Fig.3-8(d). We start from the shared channel expression in Eq.3.31,
which can be written in two ways
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Figure 3-9: (a) The leading superconducting instability has f-wave pairing. Red line
is the Fermi surface, black the Brillouin zone with high symmetry points marked, and
the SC instability form factor is shown along the Fermi surface. The nodal lines are
forced by the Fermi surface nesting. (b) The SC form factor as a function on the
Fermi surface line.
VˆShared = U
X
k
 †SC(k+Q) SC( k)
=  U
X
k
 †CDW ( (k+Q)) CDW (k)
(3.32)
where
 CDW (k) =
X
b
vCDW (k, b)c†k+Q,bck,b
 SC(k) =
X
b
vSC(k, b)ck,bc k,b
(3.33)
The sign in front of U is determined by the rearrangement of fermion operators in
the expression for HI , and the property  SC( k) =   SC(k) which has been used
once.
For the special point k0, the interaction term in Eq.3.32 becomes
VˆShared = +U | SC( k0)|2, (3.34)
and energetically it is obviously preferred for the pairing to vanish at the point k0.
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Figure 3-10: (a) The leading charge-density wave instability obtained by fRG. Red
line is the Fermi surface, black the Brillouin zone with high symmetry points marked,
and the CDW instability form factor is shown for one of the three symmetry related
nesting vectors. (b) The form factor plotted as a function along the Fermi surface
line Q.
On the other hand, the same expression equals
VˆShared =  U | CDW (k0)|2, (3.35)
and the CDW order parameter is not energetically disfavored. Considering a nearby
point k, it is obvious from Fig.3-8(d) that in the interaction VˆShared the  SC has a
positive coupling to itself (a positive “mass term”) on the same piece of the Fermi sur-
face but on opposite sides of point k0. Energetically therefore the pairing is preferred
to change sign at k0, as indicated by signs in Fig.3-8(d). On the other hand, the
CDW order parameter has a negative coupling, and is instead energetically preferred
to have the same sign in vicinity of k0. Similar analysis was applied previously to
study SDW-driven spin-singlet superconductors [104].
The SC and CDW instabilities we obtained from fRG, Fig.3-9 and Fig.3-10, show
this behavior with the six high symmetry points Na taking the role of k0.
In summary, we discuss a mechanism to realize high temperature odd parity super-
conducitivity in ferromagnetic metallic systems, driven by CDW fluctuations. This
mechanism is directly applicable to the LaNi7/8Co1/8O3 (111) bilayer oxide heter-
structures, in which case f -wave superconductivity is found. We also provide a simple
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rule for the pairing symmetry realized in this mechanism. We hope that this study
will encourage experimental growth and characterization of the proposed material
and related materials.
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Chapter 4
Ferromagnetism and d+id
superconductivity in 1/2 doped
correlated systems on triangular
lattice
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we have investigated possible quantum phases for hon-
eycomb lattice like materials, especially the transition metal oxide heterostructures
(TMOH). By applying mean-field method on multilayer TMOH and functional Renor-
malization Group (fRG) on specifically double layer TMOH, we have found quite
interesting quantum phase diagrams with exotic and novel quantum phases. These
methods can also be used to other models and materials.
However, these methods are very biased methods where some possible phases are
excluded systematically. While the limitations of the mean-field treatment has been
discussed in Chapter 2, fRG treatment is also a biased method, which is only under
control for weak coupling interactions.
In this chapter, we will start using a less biased numerical method called Density
Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) method, combined with analytical analysis.
Since DMRG is a simulation technique that does not require presetting conditions,
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it is reliable to find a ground state. However, due to the same reason, the DMRG
ground state itself does not contain the physical properties of the ground state, we
have to combine it with other calculations to benchmark and thus to determine quan-
tum phases. The benchmarking method we apply is to analytically propose possible
quantum phases with wave functions, and sharply determine quantum phases by
comparing the characteristic symmetry quantum numbers of these candidate states
with the DMRG ground state.Thus, with the combination of the reliability of DMRG
ground state and the reliability of DMRG for distinguishing quantum phases, we are
able to get reliable quantum phase diagrams.
We consider triangular lattice in this chapter. The triangular lattice has attracted
a lot of attention recently, partly because the triangular lattice is the building block
of many transition metal oxides [88, 61, 5, 56] and organic salts [74, 25, 100, 35], in
which it adds geometric frustration to interacting electrons. The correlated electronic
systems based on triangular lattice have drawn considerable attention [34, 11] during
recent years, and interesting quantum phases have been revealed in a number of
materials including unconventional superconductivity [68, 40] and various quantum
spin liquids [42, 99].
On the theory perspective, however, it remains challenging to theoretically under-
stand the quantum phase diagram of such correlated electronic systems, in particular
in the presence of doping, despite the eﬀorts made e.g. in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
It is nevertheless known that the interplay between diﬀerent competing orders could
play a crucial role in producing colorful quantum phase diagrams, e.g. the interplay
between superconductivity and magnetism [14].
4.1 Method and Model
Our model to consider is the basic t-J model on the triangular lattice with nearest
neighbor (NN) hopping, which has been an especially useful model to describe many
transition metal oxides:
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Figure 4-1: (a) Band structure of the nearest neighbor tight-binding model after
particle-hole transformation (t !  t < 0). The red line is the Fermi level at 1/2
(hole) doping. (b) The nested Fermi surface (red dotted hexagon) and the Brillouin
Zone (black hexagon) of this model.
HtJ = PG
X
<i,j>,↵
 t(c†i↵cj↵ + h.c.)PG
+ PG
X
i,j
J(Si · Sj   1
4
ni · nj)PG.
(4.1)
where PG is the Gutzwiller projection that projects out the double occupancies in
t-J model, ci↵ labels the annihilation operator, ↵ denotes the spin index, Si and ni
label the spin and density operators on site i respectively. Similar to the previous
TMOH model, the hopping to the van Hove singularity is especially interesting, as
can be seen later in this chapter. To dope the system to van Hove singularity, we
consider a particular commensurate filling, corresponding to 3/2 electrons per site
for the positive nearest neighbor hopping amplitude. To agree with the forbidden
double occupancy in t-J model, we perform a particle-hole transformation to the t-J
model, where the J term in Eq.4.1 remains the same, while the hopping term gains
an extra minus sign. The particle-hole transformed model has 1/2 electron per site
with respect to the previous 3/2 hopping. The band structure after particle-hole
transformation can be seen in Fig.4-1(a). Since these two cases are related by a
particle-hole transformation and thus can be treated simultaneously, below we focus
on the positive t case.
At this particular filling, the Fermi surface of the non-interacting nearest neighbor
tight-binding model has two obvious features: as shown in Fig.4-1(b), the hexagon
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shaped Fermi surface is nested by three nesting wavevectors Q1,2,3, and has three van
Hove singularities located at M-points M1,2,3.
The reason we choose this specific filling is because at this filling level, the Fermi
surface is clearly unstable even in the presence of weak interactions. There are existing
works also focusing models with nesting Fermi surfaces. A conventional mean-field
analysis reveals that with nesting wave vectors the system develops spin density wave
(SDW) orders [28]. Among diﬀerent kinds of SDW orders, a particularly interesting
pattern is the so-called chiral SDW (c-SDW) which features quantized anomalous
Hall eﬀect [28, 45]. In addition, a recent renormalization group analysis shows that,
at least for weak interactions, the ground state of the system should be a chiral
d+id superconductor (SC) due to the scattering processes involving the van Hove
singularities [50].
However, the t-J model has no weak coupling limit, so it is unclear whether the
weak coupling results apply, although they highlight the competition between super-
conductivity and magnetism in the 1/2 doped triangular lattice system. In addition,
in the strongly coupled, small J/t regime, (adiabatically connected to the large U/t
regime of the Hubbard model), it has been argued that ferromagnetism is an impor-
tant competing phase at least when the doping is small [49]. This motivates us to
carefully study the quantum phase diagram of the t-J model in this system.
In order to quantitatively investigate the quantum phase diagram of such a strongly
correlated system, we use intensive numerical simulations which can provide the
ground states without bias, which is also one of our goals in our roadmap in search of
the best method to find the quantum phase diagrams for strongly correlated quantum
systems.However, reliably distinguishing competing quantum phases in such simu-
lations has been a long-standing theoretical challenge. This is mainly due to the
following conflict. On the one hand, numerical simulations become prohibitively de-
manding as system size grows. On the other hand, quantum phases are generally
defined by their long-range physics, which requires measuring long-range correlation
functions. But does one always need long-range physics to distinguish candidate
quantum phases? The answer is no, and we take advantage of this fact.
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As a trivial example, in order to distinguish a ferromagnetic phase and the spin-
singlet superconductor phase, instead of measuring long-range correlators, one could
simply look at the ground state spin quantum numbers even on rather small samples.
The ferromagnetic phase should feature a large spin quantum number while the spin-
singlet superconductor wave function should be in the spin-singlet sector. In more
complicated examples, candidate quantum phases may have distinct lattice quantum
numbers, which are generally nontrivial to compute yet are accessible numerically.
When two quantum phases are found to host distinct quantum numbers (lat-
tice, spin, or other quantum numbers) on a sequence of finite size samples up to the
thermodynamic limit, they are distinct in their short-range physics. We distinguish
quantum phases in numerical simulations by comparing quantum numbers in a se-
quence of smaller system sizes, without having to perform the challenging finite size
scaling of correlators in larger system sizes.
In this chaper, we study the phase diagram of the model systems using a combina-
tion of analytical construction of symmetric wave functions, the density matrix renor-
malization group(DMRG) [69, 70, 94, 21] and the variational Monte Carlo numerical
simulations [18, 19, 9, 22]. DMRG has been shown to be a nearly unbiased numerical
simulation method and has been successfully applied to strongly correlated electronic
systems [29, 27]. The basic strategy of our method is first analytically studying the
characteristic symmetry quantum numbers of candidate quantum phases, and then
comparing them with numerical ground state wave functions obtained from DMRG.
This allows us to distinguish the candidate phases reliably even on limited system
sizes. The phase diagram is then further confirmed based on correlation function
measurements and a complementary variational Monte Carlo study. Previously, this
method has been successfully applied to quarter doped correlated electronic systems
on the honeycomb lattice [29].
In terms of the system size and geometry, we choose sizes that is technically doable
for DMRG which happens to be our numerical bottleneck, since it is both time and
memory consuming to perform DMRG simulations for 2D triangular lattice. We first
choose a 4 ⇥ 4 = 16 sites sample (see Fig.4-2(a)) and 6 ⇥ 6 = 36 sites sample (see
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Figure 4-2: (a) Samples with rhombus shape: 36-sites sample (bounded by green
rhombus), and 16-sites sample (bounded by blue). (b) Purple hexagon bounds the
28-sites sample. Periodic boundary conditions are applied for all three samples in (a)
and (b). The correlation function
D
Bˆ†ijBˆkl
E
is chosen with bond ij to be the gray solid
bond, and bonds kl to be the three gray dashed bonds, relabeled by index ↵ = 1, 2, 3.
Fig.4-2(a)) with periodic boundary conditions. After investigating into these two
samples, we found that it is not suﬃcient to fully determine the phase diagram for
the system (details can be seen in the results section below). To fully determine the
phase diagram, we added another 28-sites hexagonal sample with periodic boundary
conditions whose details can be seen in Fig.4-2(b). In the following several sections,
we are going to introduce our numerical and analytical methods.
4.2 Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG)
simulations
The idea to start with is to decompose an arbitrary quantum state into Matrix Prod-
uct State (MPS), where on each site, a matrix with physical and virtual degree of
freedom is assigned. Consider a 1D lattice of N sites with d-dimensional local space
{ i} on sites i = 1, 2, 3, ...N   1, N . With this setup, a general pure quantum state
on this 1D lattice can be written as
| i =
X
 1,..., N
c 1,..., N | 1, ...,  Ni (4.2)
Here,  i is the local degree of freedom at site i. The idea is to write a state within
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the total degree of freedom with a linear superposition of basis states | 1, ...,  Ni and
c 1,..., N is the corresponding factor.
With the help of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), we are able to decom-
pose the coeﬃcients c 1,..., N . One of these decomposition methods leads to the left
canonical matrix product state. To start with, we perform SVD to c 1,..., N :
c 1,..., N =
X
a1
U 1,a1Sa1,a1(V
†)a1,( 2,... N ) ⌘
X
a1
M 1a1 ca1, 2,... N (4.3)
We can continue this SVD process as the following:
c 1,..., N =
X
a1
M 1a1 ca1, 2,... N
=
X
a1,a2
M 1a1M
 2
a1,a2c(a2, 3),( 4,... N )
= ...
=
X
a1,...aN 1
M 1a1M
 2
a1,a2 ...M
 N 1
aN 2,aN 1M
 N
aN 1
(4.4)
Then the quantum state can be rewritten as:
| i =
X
 1,... N
M 1M 2 ...M N 1M N | 1 2, ...,  N 1 Ni (4.5)
where we have omitted the subscript for M i .
Similarly, we can write a general operator Oˆ as a Matrix Product Operator (MPO):
Oˆ =
X
 1,..., N ; 01,..., 0N
c 1,..., N ; 01,..., 0N | 1, ...,  Ni h 01, ...,  0N | (4.6)
With an SVD, the coeﬃcient c 1,..., N ; 01,..., 0N can be decomposed as
c 1,..., N ; 01,..., 0N =
X
 1,..., N ; 01,..., 0N
W  1, 
0
1W  2, 
0
2 ...W  N 1, 
0
N 1W  N , 
0
N (4.7)
A graphic representation of MPS and MPO can be found in Fig.4-3(a)(b). In
the MPS and MPO representation of quantum states and operators, what we did
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Figure 4-3: Graphical representation of (a) MPS and (b) MPO (c) h |H | i (d)
h | i. Each site is represented as a matrix, with   as the physical degree of freedom,
represented as the vertical bond. The virtual degree of freedom is represented as
horizontal bonds. The red dashed rectangles enclose an example of Z and X in (c)
and (d) respectively.
is introducing auxiliary degree of freedom (virtual degree of freedom) to states and
operators, which ’decomposes’ our entangled states in the sense that we are able to
look into the details of states site by site, making it easy to manipulate later in our
DMRG treatment. Once we contract all the virtual degrees of freedom in MPS and
MPO, we can recover the original quantum states and quantum operators.
With MPS and MPO, we are then able to calculate the energy with the similar
matrix representation. To begin with, we write the Hamiltonian into MPO:
H =
X
 1,..., N ; 01,..., 0N
W  1, 
0
1W  2, 
0
2 ...W  N 1, 
0
N 1W  N , 
0
N | 1, ...,  Ni h 01, ...,  0N | (4.8)
The energy of the state can be written as:
E =
h |H | i
h | i (4.9)
where
h |H | i = Z1Z2...ZN 1ZN
h | i = X1X2...XN 1XN
(4.10)
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Zi = M
 iW  i 
0
i(M 
0
i)†
Xi = M
 i(M 
0
i)†
(4.11)
and the graphical representation can be found in Fig.4-3(c)(d), where Z and X are
represented as the objects enclosed by the dashed red rectangles.
A ground state is a state that minimize the energy, so now the problem becomes
a minimization problem: minimize the energy by various all the entries of all matri-
ces in MPS and MPO. This is a very challenging problem if we take the state into
consideration as a whole state because the number of parameters in the minimization
process would ’explode’ rapidly as we have introduced auxiliary degree of freedom.
The fact is that even without the introduction of auxiliary degree of freedom, it is also
impossible to do, since e.g. the number of parameters for the model of size N with
spin 1/2 would be 2N , which has already been very large in terms of the complexity
of the minimization.
This is exactly when our MPS and MPO representation starts to shine. The idea
is instead of considering the whole state at the same time, we can minimize the energy
with the consideration of the matrices at a fixed site, while keeping all other matrices
at all other sites intact. Once that is done, we repeat the same process for the next
site. By doing this iteratively, we are able to gradually minimize energy, and the
energy will eventually converge to the ground state energy, which is the minimum
value of energy that we are searching for. The corresponding MPS is the DMRG
ground state of the system.
Now lets focus on the minimization with respect to a single site. In order to do
this, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier   [69], and extremize
h |H | i     h | i (4.12)
By focusing on only one site while keeping all other sites intact, the variables
appear in Eq.4.12 only in quadratic form, where the minimization process turns out
to be a linear algebra problem, with the eigenvalue to be the temporal minimum with
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Figure 4-4: Graphical representation of Eq.4.16.
the eigenvector to be the optimal matrix with respect to the values of all other fixed
matrices. This single step will lower the energy a bit. By doing this iteratively, we
are able to minimize the energy step by step, with updated values in matrices after
every step.
To better illustrate the process, we rewrite Eq.4-3 as [69]:
h |H | i =
X
 l 0l
X
a0l 1a
0
l
X
al 1al
X
bl 1bl
L
al 1,a0l 1
bl 1 W
 l, 0l
bl 1,blR
al,a0l
bl
M l⇤al 1,alM
 0l
a0l 1,a
0
l
h | i =
X
 l
X
al 1al
X
a0l 1a
0
l
 Aal 1,alM
 l⇤
al 1,alM
 l
a0l 1,a
0
l
 Bal,a0l
(4.13)
where
L
al 1,a0l 1
bl 1 =
X
{ai,bi,a0i;i<l 1}
(
X
 1 01
A 1⇤1,a1W
 1, 01
1,b1
A
 01
1,a01
)...(
X
 l 1 0l 1
A l 1⇤al 2,al 1W
 l 1, 0l 1
bl 2,bl 1 A
 0l 1
a0l 2,a
0
l 1
)
R
al,a0l
bl
=
X
{ai,bi,a0i;i>l}
(
X
 l+1 0l+1
B l+1⇤al,al+1W
 l+1, 0l+1
bl,bl+1
B
 0l+1
a0l,a
0
l+1
)...(
X
 L 0L
B N⇤aN 1,1W
 N , 0N
bN 1,1B
 0N
a0N 1,1
)
(4.14)
 Aal 1,al =
X
 1... l 1
(M l 1†...M 1†M 1 ...M l 1)al 1,a0l 1
 Bal,a0l =
X
 l+1... N
(M l+1 ...M NM N †...M l+1†)a0l,al
(4.15)
and A and B are the left canonical and right canonical matrices respectively, see [69].
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Taking the extreme of Eq.4.12 gives:
X
 0l
X
a0l 1a
0
l
X
bl 1bl
L
al 1,a0l 1
bl 1 W
 l, 0l
bl 1,blR
al,a0l
bl
M
 0l
a0l 1,a
0
l
  
X
a0l 1a
0
l 
A
al 1,al 
B
al,a0l
M
 0l
a0l 1,a
0
l
= 0
(4.16)
with the graphical representation seen in Fig.4-4, which turns out to be a normal
eigenvalue problem.
The whole process can be summarized as:
M0B0B0B0B0B0
M1B0B0B0B0B0diag A1M0B0B0B0B0SVD
A1M1B0B0B0B0diag A1A1M0B0B0B0SVD
A1A1M1B0B0B0diag A1A1A1M0B0B0SVD
A1A1A1A1M1B0diag A1A1A1A1A1M0SVD
A1A1A1A1A1M1diag A1A1A1A1M1B1SVD
A1A1A1A1M2B1diag A1A1A1M1B2B1SVD
A1M2B2B2B2B1diag M1B2B2B2B2B1SVD
...
...
and again moving from left to right starting with a diagonalization step, till energy
reaching convergence. For 2D lattices, one more treatment has to be done before
applying the DMRG calculation: mapping the 2D lattice into 1D chain.
4.3 Construction of wave functions of cSDW and d+
id superconductors
We first construct the cSDW wave functions using the slave-fermion approach [86,
65, 66, 62, 1], where we rewrite the electron annihilation operator as bosonic spinons
and fermionic spinless holons:
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Figure 4-5: Coordinate system of triangular lattice.
ci↵ = bi↵f
†
i (4.17)
Rewriting the t-J Hamiltonian Eq.4.1 into spinons and holons, the Hamiltonian
can be split into two parts at the mean field level: the bosonic part, which describes a
bosonic superconductor, and the fermionic part, describing a charge Chern insulator:
HMFc SDW (b) =
X
ij
(Bijb
†
i↵bi↵ + Aijbi↵bj ✏+ h.c.)
  µb
X
i
b†i↵bi↵
HMFc SDW (f) =
X
ij
( ijf
†
i fj + h.c.)  µf
X
i
f †i fi
(4.18)
where Bij and Aij are the boson singlet hopping and pairing parameters on bond ij,
 ij is the spinless fermion hopping parameter, µb and µf are the boson and fermion
chemical potential respectively. By gluing the wave functions from these two Hamil-
tonians, one can obtain the wave function describing the whole Hamiltonian.
To find the real space pattern of Bij, Aij and  ij that describes the cSDW phase,
we analyze the symmetry property of the system by using the Projective Symmetry
Group (PSG) method cite4-35,4-36,4-37. Fig.4-5 shows the coordinate system we
used, and the lattice sites can be labeled by (x, y) where the position of the lattice
point ~r = x~a1 + y~a2, and ~a1(2) are the Bravais lattice vectors along r1(2). We choose
the generator operators of the symmetry group of the triangular lattice as follows:
translations T1(2)along directions r1(2) by one lattice spacing, a ⇡/3 rotation C6 in the
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2D lattice plane with the rotation center at (0,0) and a mirror reflection with time
reversal operation labeled by  ¯. Under symmetry operations, we find that coordinates
transform in the following way:
T1 : (x, y)! (x+ 1, y)
T2 : (x, y)! (x, y + 1)
 ¯ : (x, y)! (y, x)
C6 : (x, y)! (x  y, x)
(4.19)
and the multiplication rules of the symmetry group are determined by:
T 11 C6T
 1
2 C
 1
6 = e
T 12 C6T1T2C
 1
6 = e
T 11  ¯T2 ¯
 1 = e
T 12  ¯T1 ¯
 1 = e
C66 =  ¯
2 = e
 ¯C6 ¯C6 = e
(4.20)
where e represents the identity of the symmetry group. The PSG method is used
to classify diﬀerent mean field ansatze. We associate a U(1) gauge group element
exp(i X(j)) to each lattice symmetry group element X. Let the mean field ansatz be
invariant under:
AX(i)X(j) = e
i( X(i)+ X(j))Aij
BX(i)X(j) = e
 i( X(i)  X(j))Bij
 X(i)X(j) = e
 i( X(i)  X(j)) ij,
(4.21)
caused by PSG operation that transforms bj↵ and fj by a U(1) phase:
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bj↵ ! ei X(j)bX(j)↵
fj ! ei X(j)fX(j).
(4.22)
The invariant gauge group (IGG) here is Z2, hence  e = 0 or ⇡ mod 2⇡. Consid-
ering all the algebraic constraints in Eq.4.20, the solutions of all the gauge transfor-
mations can be found as follows:
 T1(x, y) = 0
 T2(x, y) = P1⇡x
 C6(x, y) =
1
6
P 0⇡ + P1⇡xy +
P1
2
⇡y(y   1)
  ¯(x, y) = P1⇡xy
(4.23)
where P1 = 0, 1 and P 0 = 0, 1, ..., 11. Note that there are in total 24 solutions for
PSG with IGG = Z2. Since we are looking into ⇡ flux states, P1 = 1, and the PSG
can be further simplified as:
 T1(x, y) = 0
 T2(x, y) = ⇡x
 C6(x, y) =
1
3
P3⇡ + ⇡xy +
1
2
⇡y(y   1)
  ¯(x, y) = ⇡xy
(4.24)
where P3 = 0, 1, 2. The number of solutions is reduced to 3 in triangular lattice.
With the help of PSG, we have limited the number of solutions for Bij, Aij and
 ij. By changing these parameters for all the possible solutions, we have identified
and found the real space pattern of Bij, Aij and  ij that describes the cSDW phase,
as depicted in Fig.4-6(a) and Fig.4-6(b). Analogous states with doubled unit cells are
called ⇡ flux states in quantum spin liquids.
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Figure 4-6: (a) The real space pattern of nearest neighbor (NN) boson pairing am-
plitude Aij, where a direction is assigned due to the fact that Aij =  Aji. Black
arrows denote phase ⇡/2, blue arrows denote phase ⇡/6, and green arrows denote
phase 5⇡/6. (b) The real space pattern of NN boson (fermion) hopping amplitudes
Bij ( ij), where a direction is assigned due to the fact that Bij = B⇤ji and  ij =  ⇤ji,
and the color denotes phase ⇡/2. The two black dots in (a) and (b) make one unit
cell in this PSG ansartz.
The construction of the wave function that describes d+id SC is simpler: we use
the slave boson approach [92, 91], where the electron is split into fermionic spinon
and bosonic holon:
ci↵ = fi↵b
†
i (4.25)
If the fermionic spinons form a d+id band structure while the bosons are condensed
at   point of the Brillouin Zone, then the system gives a d+id superconductor, and
the mean field Hamiltonian can be written as:
HMFd+id(f) =
X
ij
(  f †i↵fj↵ + ijfi↵fj ✏↵  + h.c.)
  µf
X
i
f †i↵fi↵
(4.26)
where   is the hopping parameter,  ij are the pairing parameters. The parity of the
SC is determined by the symmetry of the pairing parameters. To accommodate d+id
SC, we set the relative phases of  ij, as depicted in Fig.4-7, with bonds of diﬀerent
directions being  ,   · exp(i2⇡/3) and   · exp(i4⇡/3).
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Figure 4-7: The real space pairing pattern of the d+id SC order parameter,
where black bonds denote pairing  , green bonds   · exp(i2⇡/3), and blue bonds
  · exp(i4⇡/3).
4.4 Variational Monte Carlo on calculating symme-
try quantum numbers
We use the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) to calculate the expectation values of
observables and thus symmetry quantum numbers with a known state, since sym-
metry quantum numbers can be treated as expectation values of the corresponding
symmetry operators. In general, the expectation value of operator Oˆ with respect to
a many-body state |phii can be written as:
h | Oˆ | i =
X
R
| hR| i |2P
R0 | hR0| i |2
hR| Oˆ | i
hR| i (4.27)
where |Ri are states in the appropriate Hilbert space which are probabilistically sam-
pled using the first fraction in Eq.4.27 as the distribution in a Metropolis algorithm.
To take a t-J model as an example, the states |Ri in the t-J model Hilbert space can
be constructed by using the spin-occupation basis:
|R(s1, s2, ..., sN)itJ =
NFY
si=↵
c†i↵ |0i (4.28)
where N is the number of sites, si can be ", # or 0 depending on whether the spin
on site i is up, down or empty. c†i↵ are creation operators with ↵ labeling the spin
degree of freedom, |0i is the vacuum and NF is the number of non-empty sites. Note
that here we choose to order the creation operators according to site label i, thereby
fixing the fermion signs in |R(s1, s2, ..., sN)itJ .
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4.5 Results
To sharply distinguish candidate phases on finite size samples, we analytically com-
puted the symmetry quantum numbers of c-SDW and d+id SC states which are
further confirmed by variational Monte Carlo numerics. Let | i be the many-body
state, and Oˆ be the symmetry operator, then Oˆ | i = ei  | i is the transformed state
and ei  is the corresponding many-body quantum number. This quantum number
can be computed by taking the ratio: h{s}|Oˆ | i /h{s} | i = hOˆ†{s}| | i /h{s} | i,
where {s} is state labeled by a real space spin and hole configuration.
We focus on symmetry operators T1, T2, C6 and inversion(i.e. C36), where T1(T2) is
the lattice translation along ~r1(2) and C6 is the ⇡/3 rotation, as shown in Fig.4-5. As
listed in Table 4.1, we computed the ground state quantum numbers of c-SDW and
d+id SC on various samples. Between the 16-sites and 36-sites samples (see Fig.4-
2(a)) all the considered symmetry quantum numbers are identical, preventing us from
distinguishing c-SDW and d+id SC. However, the chosen 28-sites hexagonal sample
(see Fig.4-2(b)) is suitable to sharply distinguish these phases. Note that the d+id
SC (or c-SDW) phase breaks the time-reversal symmetry and one can construct two
wave functions that are time-reversal images of each other. When C6 quantum num-
bers are diﬀerent for these two wave functions, they will form a two-fold irreducible
representation of the global symmetry.
We perform DMRG simulations for the three samples in Fig.4-2. In our DMRG
simulations, the size of the matrix product state (MPS) is limited due to computing
core memory sizes. To obtain better convergence, the precise way of representing
the 2D finite size samples with periodic boundary conditions matters. For 16-sites
sample, since the size is suﬃcient small, the sites are labeled in the conventional way,
i.e. from top row to bottom row and from left to right in each row by site index
1, 2, 3, ..., N , where N is the total number of sites in the sample. In this way of
labeling, the maximal size, m, of MPS matrices saturates at m = 2274. For 36-sites
sample, since the number of sites is much bigger than 16-sites sample, we developed
a better way to label the sites, as can be seen in Fig.4-9(a), which can reduce the size
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Symmetry c-SDW or d+id SC
T1 1
T2 1
C6
✓
ei2⇡/3 0
0 e i2⇡/3
◆
Inversion 1
(a) 16 or 36 sites sample.
Symmetry c-SDW d+id SC
T1 1 1
T2 1 1
C6 1
✓
ei2⇡/3 0
0 e i2⇡/3
◆
Inversion 1 1
(b) 28 sites sample.
Table 4.1: Variational Monte Carlo results on quantum numbers of c-SDW state
and d+id SC state of 16-sites, 36-sites and 28-sites samples. For 16-sites or 36-sites
samples, the ground state wave functions of the two candidate phases from two-
fold irreducible representations (irreps) of symmetry group with identical symmetry
quantum numbers. For 28-sites sample, the ground state wave function of c-SDW
forms 1D irreps while that of d+id SC forms 2D irreps.
of matrix product operator (MPO) matrix of the Hamiltonian from 282 to 138, and
m can be increased to 7000. For 28-sites sample, since the symmetry of the sample
is quite diﬀerent from rhombus shape samples, instead of labeling all the sites along
the two Bravais lattice vectors ~a1(2), we label them along ~v = ~a1 + 2~a2 and ~a2, as
illustrated in Fig.4-9(b), thus reducing the size of MPO from 218 to 98. To evaluate
how well the DMRG simulations converge, we compare the energy obtained from
diﬀerent m values as a function of 1/m and perform a linear fit extrapolation towards
infinite m, see Fig.4-10. The ground state energies obtained by the highest m values
approximate the extrapolated ground state energy quite well, with a reasonable oﬀset
of < 0.005 compared to the extrapolated values at infinite m.
First, the ground state energy has already provided useful information, see Fig.4-
8. For 16-sites sample, there is a horizontal plateau in the region of 0  J/t < 0.4
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16 Sites, Sector 0
28 Sites, Sector 0
36 Sites, Sector 8
36 Sites, Sector 0
Figure 4-8: Energy per site of t-J model from DMRG simulations on samples of 16-
sites, 28-sites and 36 sites. For 16-sites and 28-sites, the ground states stay in spin
sector 0, while for 36-sites, the ground state is in sector 8 for J/t < 0.6 (blue) and
sector 0 for J/t > 0.6 (red). The horizontal black dashed line indicates the energy
per site of the ferromagnetic phase. Inset: Transition region for 16-sites and 36-sites
samples. The transition point is J/t = 0.4 (black vertical dashed line) for 16-sites
sample, and J/t = 0.6 (red vertical dashed line) for 36-sites sample.
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Figure 4-9: The representation of 2D samples into 1D chains with the site index
increasing from 1 to N. (a) 36-sites sample. (b) 28-sites sample.
whose energy stays at -1. This is a signature of the ferromagnetic order. Because
with spin-polarized electrons, the J term in t-J model vanishes and the ground state
energy can be computed based on the non-interacting hopping problem. On this
sample, by filling all the 8 electrons in the spin-polarized band, one finds the energy
per site to be E/N =  2 ⇥ 8/16 =  1. For the 36-sites sample with 18 electrons,
the situation can be understood as follows. We label the sectors by the total Sz spin
quantum number. There are 10 non-negative Sz sectors ranging from 0 to 9, with
Sz = 9 being fully polarized along the z-direction. The fully polarized ferromagnetic
state still produces E/N =  1, but it is not the ground state. Instead, the ground
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Figure 4-10: DMRG energy per site of t-J model with J/t = 0.6 on 28-sites sample
(Black) and 36 -sites sample (Red), as a function of limiting MPS matrix size m.
(a) (b)
Figure 4-11: k points in Brillouin zone of (a) 36-sites sample and (b) 36-sites sample.
states are found to form a total spin S = 8 representation and one of them is in the
Sz = 8 sector, producing an energy curve with a slight slope as indicated by the blue
curve in Fig.4-8. We believe that this result is a consequence of the specific energy
shell structure on this sample: Let us denote the majority spin flavor to be spin up,
then 17 spin-up electrons would fully fill the energy shell for the spinless hopping
Hamiltonian (Fig.4-11), leaving one extra down spin. It is reasonable to expect that
this is a finite size artifact and the fully polarized ferromagnetism would be restored
in the thermodynamic limit.
To understand the nature of the phase with large J/t, we calculate the symmetry
quantum numbers of the DMRG ground states. We find hT1i = 1, hT2i = 1 and
hInvi = 1 for the ground states in this regime on all the three samples, which is con-
sistent with both candidate phases (see Table 4.1). However, the C6 quantum number
of DMRG ground state on the 28-sites sample can be used to sharply distinguish the
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Figure 4-12: Quantum numbers of C6 in DMRG ground state for t-J model on 28-sites
sample with projection of wave function to center of mass at   point in the Brillouin
zone.
phases, and we find it to be consistent with the d+id SC phase. Technically, here
we take advantage of the fact that the model Hamiltonian is purely real (in the real-
space spin configuration basis). Consequently the DMRG simulation gives a purely
real ground state wave function | dmrgi. If the ground states of the model form a
two-fold irreducible representation as the d+id SC on the 28-sites sample(see Table
4.1), then the DMRG wave function would be an equal weight superposition of the
C6 = ei2⇡/3 and C6 = e i2⇡/3 states, and the expectation value of the C6 transforma-
tion operator: h dmrg|Cˆ6| dmrgi would be  12 . On the other hand, this expectation
value would be 1 for the c-SDW state. We have measured this expectation value in
the large J/t regime using the standard Monte Carlo technique(see Fig.4-12), and
the result is clearly consistent with  12 . (Here we have projected the | dmrgi to the
center of momentum   = (0, 0) point for better convergence.)
Next we confirm the nature of the DMRG ground state in two more ways: (1) The
energy of the d+id SC trial wave function proposed early in this chapter is calculated
using the variational Monte Carlo technique[19] and compared to the DMRG ground
state. As can be seen in Fig.4-13, the optimal d+id SC wave function obtained by
tuning only one variational parameter   (the nearest neighbor pairing) can already
produce ⇠ 95% of the energy of DMRG ground state energy. (2) The pair-pair
correlation function of the DMRG ground state are measured, as shown Table 4.2.
One key signature of the d+id pairing is the relative phase of the pairing on the real
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J/t  1  2  3
Arg( 2) Arg( 1)
2⇡
Arg( 3) Arg( 1)
2⇡
0.6 0.001783 0.001287 0.001837 -0.277946 0.286516
0.8 0.003922 0.002356 0.002044 -0.268602 0.340033
1.0 0.003117 0.002885 0.002801 -0.354765 0.328343
1.2 0.004177 0.003216 0.003289 -0.344315 0.347355
1.4 0.005628 0.004387 0.004712 -0.347967 0.358649
1.6 0.008756 0.006370 0.006951 -0.348524 0.371596
1.8 0.013474 0.010153 0.009597 -0.369925 0.352528
2.0 0.017143 0.012216 0.011950 -0.367776 0.366071
Table 4.2: Pair-pair correlation function in DMRG of t-J model on 28-sites sample.The
correlation function  ↵ =
D
Bˆ†ijBˆkl
E
is chosen as nearest neighbor bonds with farthest
distance in the sample, while keeping bonds ij fixed as the solid bond in Fig.4-2(b)
and bonds kl the three dashed bonds, where ↵ = 1, 2, 3 are the specific bond kl indices
relabeled as in Fig.4-2(b).
36 Sites
28 Sites
Figure 4-13: The minimal energy of the Gutzwiller projected d+id variational wave
function, varying the single mean field parameter  . Inset: The optimal value of  
that minimizes the ground state energy.
space bonds, as depicted in Fig.4-7. We calculated the pair-pair correlation function,
defined as
D
Bˆ†ijBˆkl
E
, where Bˆij = ci"cj#   ci#cj" is the singlet pairing, while i and j
are two nearest neighbor sites forming a bond. The bonds are chosen with farthest
distance in the sample, with ij fixed and kl in three options varied by directions,
as shown in Fig.4-2(b). We find that the pattern of the relative pairing phases is
consistent with the d+id SC.
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0.40.0 2.0
FM d+id Superconductor
Figure 4-14: Quantum phase diagram of t-J model on triangular lattice at 1/2 doping.
The ferromagnetic phase occurs at J/t < 0.4 ± 0.2, followed with increasing J by a
first order phase transition to a d+id superconducting phase which occurs in the
regime of 0.4± 0.2 < J/t < 2.
4.6 Discussion and conclusion
Based on the idea of using quantum numbers in finite system sizes to sharply dis-
tinguish candidate quantum phases, we investigate the quantum phase diagram of
the t-J model on the triangular lattice at 1/2 doping. As shown in Fig.4-14, ferro-
magnetic phase is realized in the the small J/t regime, separated from a chiral d+id
superconductor phase in the large J/t regime.
The crucial advantage of the method adopted here is the capability to sharply
distinguish candidate quantum phases even on small to intermediate size samples.
To achieve this goal, we purposely choose samples so that candidate quantum phases
have distinct quantum numbers. For instance, the c-SDW phase and the d+id su-
perconductor share the same quantum numbers on the 36-sites sample, but feature
diﬀerent lattice quantum numbers on the 28-sites sample. Such analytical under-
standing of the symmetry properties provides important guidance in our numerical
simulations.
One may wonder about the generality of this method. Indeed, in this study, we are
fortunate to be able to only focus on a small number of candidate quantum phases,
based on the special shape of the non-interacting Fermi surface and previous weak
coupling analysis [50]. But in a general model, in principle one needs to take into
account a large number of candidate phases and the present treatment scheme may
become intractable. In this regard, hopefully one could develop a theoretical method
to systematically diagnose symmetry properties of the quantum wave functions of
candidate phases. A recent work based on tensor-network formulation is an attempt
to develop such a general method [30].
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Chapter 5
Tensor Networks
From all the previous chapters, we have investigated diﬀerent methods to simulate
quantum phases and quantum phase diagrams. Through all these eﬀorts it is not
hard to see that simulating quantum phases has been an important yet challenging
task in the condensed matter community. We have used a number of methods to
do the job in attempt to reveal the interesting physics in diﬀerent materials, with
the methods including but not limited to: (1) mean-field method (see Chapter 2
and ref.[101]), which is eﬃcient in terms of time and space complexity, but is highly
biased and hard to control; (2) functional Renormalization Group (fRG) method (see
Chapter 3 and ref.[23, 104]), which displays great capability for systems and models
with weak interactions, but still is quite biased; (3) Density Matrix Renormalization
Group (DMRG) [94, 27, 70] combined with variational Monte Carlo (vMC) method
[18, 19] (see Chapter 4), which is nearly unbiased, eﬃcient in 1D quantum systems
but is high ineﬃcient for 2D quantum systems in terms of simulation memory and
time, and is hard to be generalized to higher dimensional systems.
On our roadmap to simulate quantum phase and quantum phase diagrams for
strongly correlated quantum systems, we have seen that all these methods have
demonstrated their ability to simulate quantum phases to some extent. However,
their limitations have also made us realize that their limitations are not random,
they are limited mainly due to the fact that for strongly correlated systems, the full
many-body interacted Hamiltonians can not be exactly diagonalized, hence the cor-
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responding quantum ground state wave function can not be obtained exactly. This
means that all these methods we have used suﬀer from how to get the wave func-
tions with least approximation and how to best balance the level of approximation
and the tradeoﬀ of time and space complexity. For instance, mean-field theory is
high recognized as a great method to deal with complex systems with the fact that
it throws away high order terms of the quantum fluctuations of the system, thus
achieves high eﬃciency, but the price to pay is that it may not be suitable for many
diﬀerent purposes due to its ’low order’ physics and high bias. On the other hand,
for instance DMRG is famous for is low bias and high reliability, but the price to
pay is its high demand of time and memory to do the simulation, especially in higher
dimensional systems and large systems sizes. The fact is it is already hard to perform
even in 2D systems with system size limited to the order of 100 sites. Another issue
is that most of the variational method relies on minimizing the energy density of a
give system, which is a local property. But generally the long range physics is the key
to distinguishing diﬀerent quantum phases. The fact is that Balents et. al. [2] has
already shown that the ground-state energy density of a Hamiltonian whose ground
state is in phase A can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a wave function,
which represents a diﬀerent phase B, under the condition that phase A has discrete
symmetry breaking order in one dimension or topological order in two dimensions,
while B is disordered. This makes our goal of finding quantum phases and phase
diagrams for highly correlated electronic systems harder to realize.
In this chapter we propose a possible method to simulate and classify quantum
phases into subclasses due to short range physics with the use of tensor networks
especially symmetric projected entangled paired states (symmetric PEPS), which will
provide a corse grained “step 0”, and make life easier to do later hard core calculations
based on long range physics e.g. finite size scaling. This makes our ultimate goal of
finding phase diagrams of correlated systems plausible.
We organizes this chapter in the following: in section 5.1 we introduce some of the
tensor networks prototypes that has already been widely used, especially the renor-
malization algorithms using tensors [83]; in section 5.2 we investigate the projected
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Figure 5-1: (a) The original square lattice, each site (except the boundary sites) has
4 nearest neighbor sites. (b) The tensor representation of the square lattice, where
each site is labelled by a tensor A udlr, where u, d, l, r represents the virtual degree of
freedom of the up, down, left, right bounds respectively, see (3).
symmetry group theory in the tensor formalism [30] and apply this formalism to spin
one systems with trivial invariant gauge group (IGG); in section 5.3, we discuss the
numerical side of the method, which is the infinite PEPS (iPEPS) formalism with
fast full update prototype [55]. A conclusion and discussion is finally given in section
5.4.
5.1 Renormalization algorithms for tensors [83]
The basic idea of the renormalization algorithms for tensors is based on the matrix
product state (MPS) formalism in DMRG, where a general quantum state can be
decomposed as matrices with each site assigned by a matrix, and the product of
matrices reveals the state, see details in Chapter 4 and [70]. In 1D system, a general
quantum state can be written as:
| i =
X
 1,..., N
X
a1,...,aN 1
A 11,a1A
 2
a1,a2 ...A
 N 1
aN 2,aN 1A
 N
aN 1,1 | 1, ...,  Ni (5.1)
where N is the number of the system, A iai 1,ai is the matrix on site i, ai represents
the virtual degree of freedom with size d,  i represents the physical degree of freedom
with size D. Note a0 = aN = 1 due to the boundary of the system.
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The above MPS formalism is best for 1D system. However, we are able to extend
this formalism easily to 2D system. Without generality, we take square lattice as an
example, where each site is surrounded by 4 nearest neighbors, see Fig.5-1(a). Similar
to Eq.5.1, we can assign every site with a tensor A udlr, where u, d, l, r represents the
virtual degree of freedom of the up, down, left, right bounds respectively, see Fig.5-
1(b). Then, analogous to MPS in DMRG, a general quantum state can be written as
the tensor product state (TPS):
| i =
X
 1,1,..., Nh,Nv
F2({A h,vh,v }) | 1,1, ...,  Nh,Nvi (5.2)
where function F2 is the trace of the product of all site tensors by contracting all
the virtual indices, which has been omitted in Eq.5.2. h and v label the horizontal
and vertical coordinates with the number of sites along the horizontal and vertical
directions to be Nh and Nv respectively. The diﬀerent between the MPS formalism
and the TPS formalism is the number of virtual indices, which reflects the number
of nearest neighbor sites. This TPS formalism can be used to represent any type of
lattices and can be easily extended to higher dimensional lattices.
Similar to the DMRG method, the core problem is how to calculate expectation
value for a general operator Oˆ. Consider operator:
Oˆ =
Y
h,v
Oˆh,v, (5.3)
the expectation value can be calculated by using the state Eq.5.2:
h | i =
X
 1,1,..., Nh,Nv
X
 01,1,..., 0Nh,Nv
F2({A h,vh,v })F2({A h,v†h,v }) h 1,1, ...,  Nh,Nv | Oˆ | 01,1, ...,  0Nh,Nvi
(5.4)
In order to make it easy to manipulate the expectation value expression, we break
the whole expectation value into parts according to the sites:
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Figure 5-2: (a) The contracted diagram of h | i. (b) The tensor EOˆh,v for expectation
values h | i.
h | Oˆ | i = F2(EOˆh,v)
(EOˆh,v)u˜,d˜,l˜,r˜ ⌘
X
 h,v 0h,v
h h,v| Oˆh,v | 0h,viA h,vudlrA
 0h,v⇤
u0d0l0r0
(5.5)
where EOˆh,v is the tensor for the expectation value at site (h, v), u˜, d˜, l˜, r˜ are the
combined indices of the same indices from the bra and the ket, see details in Fig.5-3.
What we did in Eq.5.5 is we swap the order of calculating the braket and the index
contraction.
With the representation of Fig.5-3(b), we are able to rewrite the general expecta-
tion value h | Oˆ | i with a MPS/MPO like formalism, where we treat the expectation
value tensor at boundary sites as MPS and expectation value tensor at other sites as
MPO. For the upper boundary sites, we have
(EOˆh,v)u˜,d˜,l˜,r˜ ⌘ A˜d˜l˜,r˜ (5.6)
since for all upper boundary sites, the up indices are the boundary which are fixed to
be 1. We can then define the contracted first row to be a bra like state
|u1i :=
D2X
d˜(1,1),...,d˜(Nh,1)
(A˜
d˜(1,1)
1r˜(1,1)
A˜
d˜(1,2)
l˜(1,2)r˜(1,2)
...A˜
d˜(1,Nh 1)
l˜(1,Nh 1)r˜(1,N h1)
A˜
d˜(1,Nh)
l˜(1,Nh)1
) |d˜(1,1)...d˜(1,Nh)i (5.7)
similarly for the lower boundary, the last row, we can rewrite the contracted result
for the last row into a ket like state, since the down indices are the boundary which
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are fixed to be 1:
(EOˆh,v)u˜,d˜,l˜,r˜ ⌘ A˜u˜l˜,r˜ (5.8)
and based on this,
huNv | :=
D2X
u˜(Nv,1),...,u˜(Nv,Nh)
(A˜
u˜(Nv,1)
1r˜(Nv,1)
A˜
u˜(Nv,2)
l˜(Nv,2)r˜(Nv,2)
...A˜
u˜(Nv,Nh 1)
l˜(Nv,Nh 1)r˜(Nv,Nh 1)
A˜
u˜(Nv,Nh)
l˜(Nv,Nh)1
) |u˜(Nv ,1)...u˜(Nv ,Nh)i
(5.9)
For all the rows from the second row to the penultimate row, both the up in-
dices and the down indices play roles here, hence we can treat these rows as MPO
sandwiched by the bra MPS Eq.5.7 and the ket MPS Eq.5.9. We define:
(EOˆh,v)u˜,d˜,l˜,r˜ ⌘ W˜ u˜d˜l˜,r˜ (5.10)
and all the rows can be represented as:
uˆy :=
D2X
(u˜(y,1),d˜(y,1)),...(u˜(y,Nh),d˜(y,N h))
(Wˆ
d˜(y,1)u˜(y,1)
1,r˜(y,1)
...Wˆ
d˜(y,Nh)u˜(y,Nh)
l˜(y,Nh),r˜(y,Nh)
)
|d˜(y,1)...d˜(y,Nh)i hu˜(y,1)...u˜(y,Nh)|
(5.11)
where y is the row index. The graphical representation of the expectation value MPS
bra, ket and MPO can be found in Fig.5-3.
After all this complicated reconfiguration of the lattice y using tensors, we find
a very concise way to write the expectation value, together with a very clear and
concise graph representation:
h | Oˆ | i = huNv | uˆNv 1uˆNv 2...uˆ3uˆ2 |u1i (5.12)
Now the idea is clear: we first contract the physical indices locally by sandwiching
the local operator by the local tensors from the bra and the ket, then we rewrite these
locally contracted tensors as new tensors with eﬀective indices with size D2. After
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d(1,1) d(1,2) d(1,Nh-1) d(1,Nh)~ ~ ~ ~
(a)
...
d(y,1) d(y,2) d(y,Nh-1) d(y,Nh)~ ~ ~ ~
u(y,1) u(y,2) u(y,Nh-1) u(y,Nh)
~ ~ ~ ~(b)
...
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Figure 5-3: The expectation value MPS (1) bra, see Eq.5.7, (2) ket, see Eq.5.9, (3)
MPO, see 5.11
doing this, by treating the contracted tensors as new tensors, we get a MPS and MPO
like system with one bra eﬀective MPS, one ket eﬀective MPS and Nv   2 eﬀective
MPO.
From now on we drop the subscripts of the tensors and the tildes for simplicity,
we also drop the row indices of the coordinates since we are able to find this piece
of information from the subscripts of the bras, kets and MPO’s. Applying uˆ2 to |u1i
gives:
uˆ2 |u1i =
X
d1...dNh
(Nd1Nd2 ...NdNh 1NdNh ) |d1...dNhi (5.13)
where
Ndi ⌘ Ndi(a0i 1,ai 1),(a0i,ai) =
D2X
d0i
W
did0i
a0i 1a
0
i
A
d0i
ai 1ai (5.14)
Let |u2i = uˆ2 |u1i, we see that the updated |u2i is parameterized by D4⇥D4 ma-
trices Ndi↵i 1alphai where ↵i = (a
0
i, ai). If we simply contract the whole tensor network
row by row, the size of the tensors will explode easily, and we will go back to the
original tensor setup, which is of no help. To make the process plausible, we have to
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perform approximation. This means that we have to find an approximated ket |uˆ2i
parameterized by Mdi↵i 1alphai with a fixed tensor size cutoﬀ Df which is the closest to
the original ket |u2i. In a geometric perspective, this is equivalent to finding a vector
|uˆ2i which has the smallest geometric distance to the original vector |u2i. We achieve
this by defining the diﬀerence norm
K := || |u2i   |uˆ2i ||2, (5.15)
expanding the above definition gives:
K = (hu2|  huˆ2|)(|u2i   |uˆ2i)
=
X
d1...dNh
[(NdNh†MdNh†)...(Nd1†Md1†)][(Nd1Md1)...(NdNhMdNh )]
=
X
dl
X
↵l 1↵l
X
↵0l 1↵
0
l
⌦A↵l 1↵0l 1Nˆ
dl†
↵l 1↵lNˆ
dl
↵0l 1↵
0
l
⌦B↵l↵0l
(5.16)
where Nˆ = N  M and
⌦A↵l 1↵0l 1 ⌘
X
d1,...dl 1
(Nˆdl 1†...Nˆd1†Nˆd1Nˆdl 1)↵l 1↵0l 1
⌦B↵l↵0l ⌘
X
dl+1,...dN
(Nˆdl+1 ...NˆdN NˆdN †Nˆdl+1†)↵l↵0l
(5.17)
Since
N˜dl↵l 1,↵l = N
dl
↵l 1↵l  Mdl↵l 1↵l (5.18)
by taking the derivative with respect to Mdl⇤↵l 1↵l , we have
@N˜dl⇤↵l 1,↵l
@Mdl⇤↵l 1↵l
=  1 (5.19)
This provides us with the possibility to find the extremum of K in a concise way,
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which leads to
 
X
↵0l 1↵
0
i
⌦A↵l 1,↵0l 1⌦
B
↵l,↵0l
N˜dl↵0l 1↵0l
= 0 (5.20)
Analogous to the DMRG case, the problem of finding the extremum of K turns out
to be a eigenvalue problem by reforming the first two terms in Eq.5.20 into a matrix
and the third term in Eq.5.20 into a vector, namely
N(dl↵l 1↵l)(d0l↵0l 1↵0l) = ⌦
A
↵l 1,↵0l 1
⌦B↵l,↵0l dld
0
l
v(dl↵l 1↵l) = N˜
dl
↵l 1,↵l = N
dl
↵l 1↵l  Mdl↵l 1↵l
(5.21)
where N(dl↵l 1↵l)(d0l↵0l 1↵0l) is a matrix with size (D
2D4D4)⇥(D2D4D4), while v(dl↵l 1↵l)
is a vector of size (D2D4D4). To resolve the problem of quickly increasing matrix size,
a truncation is done for M matrices with size Df < D, where the size of the matrix
and vector are truncated to D8fD2. The contracted ket |u˜2i can be approximated as
|ui2 ⇡ |u˜2i =
X
d1...dNh
(Md1Md2 ...MdNh ) |d1...dNhi (5.22)
The process can be iterated, which leads to
|uiy 1 =
X
d1...dNh
(Md1Md2 ...MdNh ) |d1...dNhi , (5.23)
and similarly for the bra part, we have
hu|y+1 =
X
u1...uNh
(Mu1Mu2 ...MuNh ) hu1...uNh | . (5.24)
A graphical representation can be found in Fig.5-4.
To calculate energy, E = h |H| ih |1| i , we introduce Lagrange multiplier  , and define
Z = h |H | i     h |1 | i (5.25)
where the first term and second term can be represented as in Fig.5-5, where circles
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Figure 5-5: The graphical representation of (a) h |H | i and (b) h |1 | i.
and triangles label the contracted matrices with operator Oˆh,v = 1h,v, squares and
diamonds label the contracted matrices with operator Oˆh,v = Hh,v.
After doing this, a normal DMRG treatment will do the job. We first look at
h |H | i, where
h |H | i = huy+1| uˆy |uy 1i
uˆy =
X
 1... Nh ; 
0
1... 
0
Nh
(W  1 
0
1 ...W  Nh 
0
Nh ) | 1... Nhi h 01... 0Nh |
huy+1| =
X
 1... Nh
(M 1 ...M Nh ) h 1... Nh |
|uy 1i =
X
 1... Nh
(N 1 ...N Nh ) | 1... Nhi
(5.26)
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and
W
 i 0i
ab =
dX
s,s0=1
hs|H(i,y) |s0iAsudlrAs0⇤u0d0l0r0 (5.27)
Rearranging the parts in these equations makes it clearer for us to see the prop-
erties of these equations:
h |H | i =
X
{hs|H(x,y) |s0i [Lax 1a
0
x 1
bx 1 M
 x
ax 1axN
 0x
a0x 1a0x
Raxa
0
x
bx
](As(x,y))udlr(A
s0
(x,y))
⇤
u0d0l0r0}
h |1 | i =
X
{[Lax 1a0x 1bx 1 M xax 1axN 
0
x
a0x 1a0x
R
axa0x
bx
](As(x,y))udlr(A
s0
(x,y))
⇤
u0d0l0r0 ss0}
(5.28)
where
L
ax 1a0x 1
bx 1 =
X
ai,bi,a0i,i<x 1
(
X
 1 01
M 11a1W
 1 01
1b1
N
 01
1a01
)...(
X
 (x 1) 0(x 1)
M x 1ax 2ax 1W
 x 1 0x 1
bx 2bx 1 N
 0x 1
a0x 2ax 1
)
Raxa
0
x
bx
=
X
ai,bi,a0i,i>x
(
X
 x+1 0x+1
M x+1axax+1W
 x+1 0x+1
bxbx+1
N
 0x+1
a0xa0x+1
)...(
X
 Nh 
0
Nh
M
 Nh
aNh 11
W
 Nh 
0
Nh
bNh 11
N
 0Nh
a0Nh 11
)
(5.29)P
is the short notation for
Pd
s,s0
PD
u,u0
PD
d,d0
PD2
a0x 1,a0x
PD2
ax 1,ax
PD
l,l0
PD
r,r0 . Note that
we have focused on and optimized a single site at coordinate (x, y), while keeping all
other tensors fixed. This idea is directly inspired by the DMRG treatment. h |1 | i
can be obtained similarly, with
L
ax 1a0x 1
bx 1 =
X
ai,bi,a0i,i<x 1
(
X
 1 01
M 11a1W
 1 01
1b1
N
 01
1a01
)...(
X
 (x 1) 0(x 1)
M x 1ax 2ax 1W
 x 1 0x 1
bx 2bx 1 N
 0x 1
a0x 2ax 1
)
R
axa0x
bx
=
X
ai,bi,a0i,i>x
(
X
 x+1 0x+1
M x+1axax+1W
 x+1 0x+1
bxbx+1
N
 0x+1
a0xa0x+1
)...(
X
 Nh 
0
Nh
M
 Nh
aNh 11
W
 Nh 
0
Nh
bNh 11
N
 0Nh
a0Nh 11
)
(5.30)
It can be easily seen that the two quantities in Eq.5.28 are quadratic in Asudlr, and the
eigenvalue and eigenvector treatment mentioned before in Chapter 4 can be directly
applied.
To summarize the whole process, first we add a surround trivial tensor environ-
ment to our sample, see Fig.5-6. Then we can optimize the tensor at site (1, 1), and
repeat the process by moving the considered site along all rows and columns, while
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Figure 5-6: Adding a trivial environment to the sample. The red bonds are the trivial
bonds with size of the degree of freedom 1. The environment tensors are trivial tensors
with trivial elements.
keeping all other tensors fixed when a fixed site is chosen. We call the process of
updating all tensors once a 0sweep0 and the process of updating tensors along row y
0sweepx(y)0.
In One Sweep:
Get huNv | ) huNv 1| ) ... ) hu2|, store the results.
Step 1. sweepx(1) use hu2| and |u0i ) hu2| u1 |u0i
update A(x,1) where x = 1, 2, ..., Nh
Step 2. sweepx(2) Get |u1i, use hu3| and u2 ) hu3| u2 |u1i
update A(x,2) where x = 1, 2, ..., Nh
... ...
Step Nv 1. sweepx(Nv 1)Get |uNv 2i, use huNv | and uNv 1) huNv | uNv 1 |uNv 2i
update A(x,Nv 1) where x = 1, 2, ..., Nh
Step Nv. sweepx(Nv) Get |uNv 1i, use huNv+1| and uNv ) huNv+1| uNv |uNv 1i
update A(x,Nv) where x = 1, 2, ..., Nh
5.2 Symmetric PEPS: a Projected Symmetry Group
analysis
In this section, we are going to introduce the concept of symmetric PEPS [84, 15, 43]
(sPEPS) and the classification of sPEPS with the help of Projected Symmetry Group
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Figure 5-7: (a) The site tensor (left) and the bond tensor (right) label quantum state.
(b) A new tensor can be obtained by contraction of legs.
(PSG) analysis. PEPS is a type of tensor networks, and sPEPS is a combination
of PEPS with the whole symmetry group of the system. Since PEPS is consist of
tensors, it is always the case that the number of PEPS that can describe the possible
phases of the considered system is very large, which will be a challenge to do analysis
on them. Since our important step in finding phase diagrams is to classify diﬀerent
phases into crude classes due to symmetry group of the system, it is intuitive that we
have to classify PEPS into classes with the help of the symmetry group, which is the
sPEPS.
The reason we choose PEPS as our method to describe quantum systems is firstly
because PEPS has been recognized as an eﬃcient way to represent quantum systems
that obey the boundary law [92]. In addition, there are well developed numerical
simulation methods based on PEPS, such as in Chapter 5.1 and [93].
5.2.1 PEPS
Within the Hilbert space of the system, PEPS is built on a concept of ’legs’, where a
’leg’ represents a sub-space with a fixed degree of freedom. A tensor is formed by is
formed by several legs describing quantum states living in the tensor product of these
legs [30], see Fig.5-7(a):
T abc... 2 Va ⌦Vb ⌦Vc ⌦ ... (5.31)
where Vi labels the Hilbert space associated with leg i. Two legs are contracted if
they are the bra space and ket space of the same set of quantum states, see Fig.5-7(b).
To construct a PEPS on the lattice, we introduce site tensors T s and bond tensors
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Bb, graphically represented in Fig.5-7(a). The PEPS can be obtained by contracting
all site tensors and bond tensors. The quantum state represented by PEPS can then
be written as:
| i =
X
{ks}
tT r((T 1)k1 ...(TNs)kNsB1...BNb) |k1, ..., kNsi (5.32)
where Ns and Nb are the number of sites and the number of bonds in the lattice
respectively. It has been shown [30] that by using the gauge redundancy of PEPS, it
is always possible to use maximal entangled bond states or even set bond tensors to
be identity matrices, which makes numerical simulations more convenient.
However, due to the fact that we introduces bond tensors as well as site tensors,
the choice of tensors in PEPS is not unique, where we are always allowed to add
gauge transformations W to tensors while keep the contracted result intact:
(T s)kabcd ba0(Bb)a0b0 = [(T
s)kabcdWbl] ll
0[(W 1)l0a0(Bb)a0b0 ] (5.33)
This means that for two sets of tensors (T s, Bb) and (Tˆ s, Bˆb) can represent the
same quantum state if they are connected by a gauge transformations W (s, i) and
U(1) phase factors ei✓(s):
(T s)kab... = e
i✓(s)[W (s, 1)]aa0 [W (s, 2)]bb0 ...(Tˆ
s)ka0b0...
(Bb)ab = [W (b, 1)]aa0 [W (b, 2)]bb0(Bˆb)a0b0
(5.34)
We next corporate symmetry group into PEPS. The whole symmetry group (SG)
of the system is consist of on-site symmetries [75, 3, 90, 76, 95, 81, 72] and lattice
symmetry [75].
On-site symmetries–The global on-site symmetry S on a finite size PEPS can be
defined as:
S | i = | ˆi =
X
{ks}
tT r((T 1)k1 ...(TNs)kNsB1...BNb)US ⌦ US ⌦ ... |k1, ..., kNsi (5.35)
where US is the representation of S on the Hilbert space of the physical leg. Equiva-
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lently, the transformed site and bond tensors behave like:
Tˆ s = S   T s =
X
l
(US)kl(T
s)l
Bˆb = S  Bb = Bb
(5.36)
Note that here we focus on PEPS that are invariant under global symmetry up to
a U(1) phase. Consider PEPS that diﬀers from the transformed PEPS by gauge
transformations with global phase factor, we have
T s = ⇥SWSS   T s
Bb = WSS  Bb
(5.37)
where the way that the gauge transformations WS act on tensors are defined as:
⇥S   T s = ei✓S(s)(T s)kabcd
WS   T s = [WS(s, 1)]aa0 [WS(s, 2)]bb0 ...(T s)ka0b0...
WS  Bb = [WS(b, 1)]aa0 [WS(b, 2)]bb0(Bb)a0b0
(5.38)
Time reversal symmetry– The representation of time reversal symmetry T is UT ⌦
UT ⌦ ...K, where K is the complex conjugation and UT is a unitary matrix acting on
local Hilbert space. Acting T on | i gives:
T | i = | ˆi =
X
{ks}
tT r((T 1)k1 ...(TNs)kNsB1...BNb)
⇤UT ⌦ UT ⌦ ... |k1, ..., kNsi (5.39)
while the transformed tensors are:
Tˆ s = T   T s =
X
l
(UT )kl(T s)⇤l
Bˆb = T  Bb = B⇤b
(5.40)
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Figure 5-8: The square lattice.
To let PEPS invariant under T , the tensors will have to obey:
T s = ⇥TWT T   T s
Bb = WT T  Bb
(5.41)
where WT belongs to the gauge transformation group.
Lattice symmetry– Similarly, with a lattice symmetry R, we have
Tˆ s = R   (T s)k =
X
ab...
(TR
 1(s))kR 1(ab...)
Bˆb = R  Bb =
X
ab
(BR 1(b))R 1(ab)
(5.42)
followed by relations on tensors as:
T s = ⇥RWRR   T s
Bb = WRR  Bb
(5.43)
where WR belongs to the gauge transformation group.
5.2.2 Classification of PEPS using PSG analysis
In this subsection, we are going to use the PSG analysis to classify PEPS on spin 1
system defined on square lattice with trivial IGG IGG = I. As in Fig.5-8, we specify
the virtual legs with index {a, b, c, d} corresponding to the left, right, up and down
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legs with respect to lattice sites. The lattice symmetry group is generated by following
symmetry operators: translations along two lattice axes T1 and T2, 90 degree rotation
C4, reflection along diagonal direction   and reflection along vertical direction P . The
mathematical transformation for the lattice using under these operators are defined
as:
T1 :(x, y, i)) (x+ 1, y, i)
T2 :(x, y, i)) (x, y + 1, i)
C4 :(x, y, i)) ( y, x, iC4)
  :(x, y, i)) (y, x, i )
P :(x, y, i)) ( x, y, iP )
(5.44)
where
{aC4 , bC4 , cC4 , dC4} = {d, c, a, d}
{a , b , c , d } = {d, c, b, a}
{aP , bP , cP , dP} = {b, a, c, d}
(5.45)
The symmetry group of the square lattice is defined by the algebraic relations between
the generators as:
T 12 T
 1
1 T2T1 = e (5.46)
C 14 T
 1
2 C4T1 = e
C 14 T1C4T2 = e
C44 = e
(5.47)
  1T 11  T2 = e
  1T 12  T1 = e
   = e
  1C4 C4 = e
(5.48)
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P 1T1PT1 = e
P 1T 12 PT2 = e
P 1C4PC4 = e
 PC4 = e
PP = e
(5.49)
T gT  1g 1 = e
g = T1, T2, C4,  , P
(5.50)
These equations can be solved with accordance to the general framework for classi-
fying PEPS [30]. The strategy we use is to gradually adding more and more symmetry
operators and the equations associated with them. As we add symmetry operators,
there will be more and more constraints to the PEPS, hence PEPS can be fully
classified when all the above symmetry operators are added.
Starting from T1 and T2, the first equation T 12 T 11 T2T1 = e gives:
W †T2(x, y+1, i)W
†
T1
(x+1, y+1, i)WT2(x+1, y+1, i)WT1(x+1, y, i) =  12(x, y, i) (5.51)
under transformations
WT1 ! ✏T1WT1 , (5.52)
we have
 12(x, y, i)!  ˆ12(x, y, i) = ✏⇤T1(x+ 1, y + 1, i)✏T1(x+ 1, y, i) 12(x, y, i) (5.53)
We are able to fix gauge by setting
 12(x, y, i) = 1 (5.54)
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plugging  12(x, y, i) back into Eq.5.53 gives:
✏T1(x, y, i) = ✏T1(x, 0, i) (5.55)
Consider gauge transformation V (x, y, i), applying gauge transformation to WT1 and
WT2 gives:
WT2(x, y, i)! V (x, y, i)WT2(x, y, i)V †(x, y   1, i)
WT1(x, y, i)! V (x, y, i)WT1(x, y, i)V †(x  1, y, i)
(5.56)
considering the first line and setting WT2(x, y, i) = I gives
V (x, y, i) = V (x, 0, i). (5.57)
Setting WT1(x, 0, i) = I, we have for the second line:
V (x, 0, i) = V (0, 0, i). (5.58)
which means V (x, y, i) is position independent a.k.a. V (x, y, i) = V (i) . Looking
back at Eq.5.52, if we set y = 0, we can set ✏T1(x, 0, i) = 1, combined with Eq.5.55,
we are able to fix ✏T1 as:
✏T1(x, y, i) = 1 . (5.59)
Similarly, due to WT2 ! ✏T2WT2 , we can get
✏T2(x, y, i) = 1 . (5.60)
Plugging Eq.5.54 back into Eq.5.51, we find
WT1(x, y, i) = I . (5.61)
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Now we add symmetry operator C4 and the associated equations
C 14 T
 1
2 C4T1 = e
C 14 T1C4T2 = e
C44 = e
(5.62)
From the first two equations of Eq.5.63, we have:
W †C4(C4(x, y, i))W
†
T2
(T2C4(x, y, i))WC4(T2C4(x, y, i))WT1(T1(x, y, i)) =  T1C4(x, y, i)
W †C4(C4(x, y, i))WT1(T
 1
1 C4(x, y, i))WC4(T
 1
1 C4(x, y, i))WT2(T2(x, y, i)) =  T2C4(x, y, i)
(5.63)
Plugging results for WT1 and WT2 , we have:
W †C4( y, x, iC4)WC4( y, x+ 1, iC4) =  T1C4(x, y, i)
W †C4( y, x, iC4)WC4( y   1, x, iC4) =  T2C4(x, y, i) (5.64)
with gauge freedom WC4 ! ✏C4WC4 , we have
 T1C4(x, y, i)!  ˆT1C4(x, y, i) = ✏⇤C4( y, x, iC4)✏C4( y, x+ 1, iC4) T1C4(x, y, i)
 T2C4(x, y, i)!  ˆT2C4(x, y, i) = ✏⇤C4( y, x, iC4)✏C4( y   1, x, iC4) T2C4(x, y, i)
(5.65)
By setting  T1C4(x, y, i) = 1 and  T2C4(0, y, i) = 1 we have
✏C4(x, y, i) = ✏C4(i) (5.66)
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applying these results, Eq.5.64 becomes
W †C4( y, x, iC4)WC4( y, x+ 1, iC4) = 1
W †C4( y, 0, iC4)WC4( y   1, 0, iC4) = 1
(5.67)
hence WC4(x, y, i) = WC4(i) and W
†
C4
(iC4)WC4(iC4) =  T2C4(x, y, i), which reduces to
 T2C4(x, y, i) = 1 (5.68)
inspecting the third equation in Eq.5.63, we have
WC4(i)WC4(iC 14 )WC4(i
2
C4)WC4(iC4) =  C4(i)
)
Y
i
WC4(i) =  C4(i) (5.69)
hence  C4 is also position independent:  C4(x, y, i) =  C4 .
Under gauge transformation V , WC4(i) ! V (i)WC4(i)V †(iC 14 ), and we are able
to set WC4(a/b/c) = I , which leads to V (i) = V and ✏C4(i) = 1 . From Eq.5.69,
we find WC4(d) =  C4 . Next we add reflection  , with equations:
  1T 11  T2 = e
  1T 12  T1 = e
   = e
  1C4 C4 = e
(5.70)
The first two equations in Eq.5.70 reveal:
W † ( (x, y, i))W
†
T1
(T1 (x, y, i))W (T1 (x, y, i))WT2(T2(x, y, i)) =   T1(x, y, i)
W † ( (x, y, i))W
†
T2
(T2 (x, y, i))W (T2 (x, y, i))WT1(T1(x, y, i)) =   T2(x, y, i)
(5.71)
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since WT1 = 1 and WT2 = 1, we have
W † (y, x, i )W (y + 1, x, i ) =   T1(x, y, i)
W † (y, x, i )W (y, x+ 1, i ) =   T2(x, y, i)
(5.72)
again with W  ! ✏ W , we have
  T1(x, y, i)!  ˆ T1(x, y, i) = ✏⇤ (y, x, i )✏ (y + 1, x, i )  T1(x, y, i)
  T2(x, y, i)!  ˆ T2(x, y, i) = ✏⇤ (y, x, i )✏ (y, x+ 1, i )  T2(x, y, i)
(5.73)
by setting   T1(x, y, i) = 1 and   T2(x, 0, i) = 1, we have for ✏ (x, y, i) = ✏ (i) ,
which is site independent but is only depend on virtual leg indices. Switching back
to Eq.5.72, we have
W † (y, x, i )W (y + 1, x, i ) = 1
W † (0, x, i )W (0, x+ 1, i ) = 1
(5.74)
which lead to W (x, y, i) = W (i) , together with
W † (i )W (i ) =   T2(x, y, i) (5.75)
which leads to   T2(x, y, i) = 1 . The third equation in Eq.5.70 gives
W (x, y, i)W (y, x, i ) =   (x, y, i) (5.76)
since W  is site independent, we have W (i)W (i ) =   (i). Due to the fact that
applying   twice goes back to identity, we can apply   one more time to the previous
equation to get W (i )W (i) =   (i ). This lead to a result   (i) =   (i ), which is
equivalent to   (a) =   (d) =   (b)⇤ =   (c)⇤.
The gauge freedom ✏  provides W  ! ✏ W , which leads to
  (i)!  ˆ (i) = ✏ (i)✏ (i )  (i) (5.77)
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Setting   (a) = 1 , we have ✏ (a)✏ (d) = 1 and
  (d) = 1 ) ✏ (d)✏ (a) = 1
  (b) = 1 ) ✏ (b)✏ (c) = 1
  (c) = 1 ) ✏ (c)✏ (b) = 1
(5.78)
For W , we then have
W (a)W (d) = 1
W (b)W (c) = 1
(5.79)
The next equation is the fourth one in Eq.5.70, which makes
W † (y, x, i )WC4(y, x, i )W (x, y, iC 14  )WC4( y, x, iC4) =   C4(x, y, i) (5.80)
with all W  and WC4 site independent, we get   C4(x, y, i) =  C4(i). Eq.5.80 can be
expanded into 4 equations according to diﬀerent virtual legs:
W † (d) C4W (a) C4 =   C4(a);W
†
 (c)W (b) =   C4(b)
W † (b)W (d) =   C4(c);W
†
 (a)W (c) =   C4(d)
(5.81)
With gauge freedom ✏  and the associated transformation W  ! ✏ W , we have
  C4(i)!  ˆ C4(i) = ✏⇤ (i )✏ (iC 14  )  C4(i) (5.82)
Setting   C4(a) = 1 and   C4(b) = 1 , we have ✏ (a) = ✏ (d) = ±1 and ✏ (b) = ✏ (c) = ±1 .
From all the results we have about W , it is easy to find   C4(c) =   C4(d) = ±1. By
setting   C4(c) = 1 , we have
W (i) = W 
W W  = I
(5.83)
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At last we add P and the rest of the equations about lattice symmetry, which are
P 1T1PT1 = e
P 1T 12 PT2 = e
P 1C4PC4 = e
 PC4 = e
PP = e
(5.84)
similarly, the first two equations in Eq.5.84 give:
W †P ( x, y, iP )WP ( x  1, y, iP ) =  PT1(x, y, i)
W †P ( x, y, iP )WP ( x, y + 1, iP ) =  PT2(x, y, i)
(5.85)
With gauge freedom WP ! ✏PWP , we have
 PT1(x, y, i)!  ˆPT1(x, y, i) = ✏⇤P ( x, y, iP )✏P ( x  1, y, iP ) PT1(x, y, i)
 PT2(x, y, i)!  ˆPT2(x, y, i) = ✏⇤P ( x, y, iP )✏P ( x, y + 1, iP ) PT2(x, y, i)
(5.86)
Setting  PT1(x, y, i) = 1 and  PT2(0, y, i) = 1 leads to ✏P (x, y, i) = ✏P (i) Plugging
back into Eq.5.85, we find WPx, y, i = WP (i) and  PT2(x, y, i) = 1 . The third equa-
tion in Eq.5.84 leads to
W †P (b)WP (d) =  C4 PC4(a)
W †P (a)WP (c) =  PC4(b)
W †P (c)WP (b) =  PC4(c)
W †P (d)WP (a) =  C4 PC4(d)
(5.87)
again, with the help of gauge freedom ✏P , by setting  PC4(a) = 1, we have ✏P (b) =
✏P (d) = ✏⇤P (a) = ✏
⇤
P (c). The fourth equation in Eq.5.84 gives:
WP (i)WP (iP ) =  P (i)
WP (iP )WP (i) =  P (iP )
(5.88)
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setting  P (a) = 1, we have ✏P (a) = ✏P (b) = ✏P (c) = ✏P (d) = ±1 ,  PC4(i) = 1 and
 P (i) = 1 .Combining the results ofWP and the help of the fifth equation in Eq.5.84,
we get WP (a/b/c) = WP , WP (d) =  C4 , WPWP = I .
Now let’s consider time reversal symmetry T gT  1g 1 = e where g = T1, T2, C4,  , P .
We first take T1 and T2 into consideration:
WT (x, y, i)W
†
T (x  1, y, i) =  T1T (x, y, i)
WT (x, y, i)W
†
T (x, y   1, i) =  T2T (x, y, i)
(5.89)
With gauge freedom WT ! ✏TWT , we have
 T1T (x, y, i)!  ˆT1T (x, y, i) = ✏T (x, y, i)✏⇤T (x  1, y, i) T1T (x, y, i)
 T2T (x, y, i)!  ˆT2T (x, y, i) = ✏T (x, y, i)✏⇤T (x, y   1, i) T2T (x, y, i)
(5.90)
Setting  T1T (x, y, i) = 1 and  T2T (0, y, i) = 1, we have ✏T (x, y, i) = ✏T (i) , which is
site independent. Plugging them back reveals WT (x, y, i) = WT (i) and  T2T (x, y, i) = 1 .
Next we take C4 into consideration. The corresponding symmetry equation gives:
WT (i)W
†
T (iC 14 ) =  C4T (i) (5.91)
with the help of ✏T , we have
 C4T !  ˆC4T (i) = ✏(i)✏⇤T (iC 14 ) C4T (i) (5.92)
We are able to set  C4T (i) = 1 , which leads to ✏T (i) = ✏T and WT (i) = WT . Be-
sides, T T = e gives WTW ⇤T =  T , where  T = ±1. For g =   and g = P , we
have:
WTW ⇤ W
†
TW
†
  =   T
WTW ⇤PW
†
TW
†
P =  PT
(5.93)
Now we consider spin rotation symmetry. The action of a group element of the
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spin rotation symmetry on site tensors is defined as
U✓~n   T s = (ei✓~n~S)ij(T s)jabcd (5.94)
where ~S labels the physical spin. Invariance under spin rotation symmetry gives
T s = ⇥✓~nW✓~nU✓~n   T s
Bb = W✓~n  Bb
(5.95)
where W✓~n and ⇥✓~n are the projective representations of spin rotation symmetry. We
then have
W✓1~n1(x, y, i)W✓2~n2(x, y, i) =  ✓1~n1,✓2~n2W✓3~n3(x, y, i) (5.96)
Since spin rotation SO(3) has nontrivial 1D projective representation, we can set
 ✓1~n1,✓2~n2 = 1 The relations between lattice symmetry operators and spin rotation
symmetry g 1U 1✓~n gU✓~n = e, we have
W †g (x, y, i)W
†
✓~n(x, y, i)Wg(x, y, i)W✓~n(g
 1(x, y, i)) =  g,✓~n(x, y, i) (5.97)
which simplifies as
W †✓~n(x, y, i)W✓~n(g
 1(x, y, i)) =  g,✓~n(x, y, i) (5.98)
with gauge freedom ✏✓~n, we have:
 g,✓~n(x, y, i)!  ˆg,✓~n(x, y, i) = ✏⇤✓~n(x, y, i)✏✓~n(g 1(x, y, i)) g,✓~n(x, y, i) (5.99)
setting ✏✓~n(x, y, i) = 1 and  g,✓~n(x, y, i) = 1 , we have W✓~n(x, y, i) = W✓~n . Consider
relation W✓=2⇡(x, y, i) =  ✓=2⇡(x, y, i), we have W✓=2⇡ =  ✓=2⇡, where  ✓=2⇡ = ±1.
The relation between U✓~n and T is
U 1✓~n T  1U✓~nT = e (5.100)
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which gives
W †✓~n(x, y, i)(W
†
T (x, y, i))
⇤W ⇤✓~n(x, y, i)W
⇤
T (x, y, i) =  T ,✓~n(x, y, i) (5.101)
this can be simplified as
W †✓~n(W
†
T )
⇤W ⇤✓~nW
⇤
T =  T ,✓~n (5.102)
we have  T ,✓~n = 1 . Under the remaining gauge V , we have
W✓~n ! VW✓~nV  1
WT ! VWT V  1
(5.103)
We are able to set the reducible representation of spin rotation symmetry on virtual
legs as
W✓~n =  Mi=1(Ini ⌦ ei✓~n~Si) (5.104)
where ~Si labels spin quantum number, ni labels the extra degeneracy associated with
~Si. Namely, a virtual leg is formed by ni number of spin ~Si, where i = 1, 2, ...,M .
Correspondingly, the gauge transformation can also been written as V =  i(VˆSi ⌦
I2Si+1), where VˆSi is arbitrary ni dimensional invertible matrix. The most general
form of WT can be written as
WT =  i(Wˆ SiT ⌦ ei⇡S
y
i ) (5.105)
and WTW ⇤T =  T gives:
 i (Wˆ SiT ⌦ ei⇡S
y
i )(Wˆ Si⇤T ⌦ ei⇡S
y⇤
i ) =  T
) i (Wˆ SiT Wˆ Si⇤T )⌦ (ei⇡S
y
i ei⇡S
y⇤
i ) =  T
)Wˆ SiT Wˆ Si⇤T =
8><>: , integer spin  T , half   integer spin
(5.106)
we have  ✓=2⇡ T ± 1.
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If  ✓=2⇡ T = 1, we have Wˆ SiT = Ini , from Eq.5.93, we get8><>:if   T = 1 ) W
t
  = W  ) W /P is real symmetric
if   T =  1 ) W t  =  W  ) W /P is imaginary antisymmetric
(5.107)
If  ✓=2⇡ T =  1, we have Wˆ SiT = ⌦ni , from Eq.5.93, we get8><>:if   T = 1 ) W
⇤
  =  yW  y ) W /P is quaternion symmetric
if   T =  1 ) W ⇤  =   yW  y ) W /P is quanternion antisymmetric
(5.108)
The analysis for ⇥ is very similar to the analysis ofW , to make it simple and easy
to read, we omit the details for solving equations of ⇥, while only keep the results
which can be found in the summary below.
Summary– To summarize our result, we have lined up all the solutions as below:
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
WT1(x, y, i) = I, WT2(x, y, i) = I
WC4(x, y, a/b/c) = I, WC4(x, y, d) =  C4
W (x, y, i) = W 
WP (x, y, a/b/c) = WP , WP (x, y, d) =  C4WP
WT (x, y, i) = WT
W✓~n(x, y, i) = W✓~n, W✓=2⇡ =  ✓=2⇡8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
⇥T1(x, y) = 1, ⇥T2(x, y) = 1
⇥C4(x, y) = ±1
⇥ (x, y) = ±1
⇥P (x, y) = ⇥ (x, y)⇥C4(x, y)
⇥T (x, y) = 1
⇥✓~n(x, y) = 1
(5.109)
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where 8><>:WTW
⇤
T =  T
W✓~n =  Mi=1(Ini ⌦ ei✓~n~Si)
(5.110)
WT =
8><>: i(Ini ⌦ e
i⇡Syi ) if  T  ✓=2⇡ = 1
 i(⌦ni ⌦ ei⇡S
y
i ) if  T  ✓=2⇡ =  1
(5.111)
and
W /P is
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
real symmetric if  T  ✓=2⇡ = 1 and   T = 1
imaginary antisymmetric if  T  ✓=2⇡ = 1 and   T =  1
real quaternion symmetric if  T  ✓=2⇡ =  1 and   T = 1
imaginary quaternion anitsymmetric if  T  ✓=2⇡ =  1 and   T =  1
(5.112)
5.2.3 Construction of PEPS states
The analysis based on symmetry group can be treated as constraints on the forms of
site tensors and bond tensors, since all tensors should obey all these symmetries. To
find the solution, we investigate the Hilbert space of site tensors and bond tensors
together with these constraints. To start without symmetry constraints, we denote
the Hilbert space of every virtual leg of site tensor as V and the Hilbert space of
every physical leg as U. Then since every site tensor is consist of 4 virtual legs and 1
physical leg while every bond tensor is consist of 2 virtual legs, the Hilbert space of
site tensors VT and bond tensors VB can be represented as
VT = U⌦V ⌦V ⌦V ⌦V
VB = V¯ ⌦ V¯
(5.113)
If the physical leg hosts a spin S0, we have U = VS0 . With spin rotation symmetry,
we can decompose V as:
V =  Mi=1(DSi ⌦VSi) (5.114)
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where DSi is an ni dimensional space labelling the extra degeneracy for spin. The
basis of V can then be written as
|Si, t↵,m i ⌘ |Si, t↵i ⌦ |Si,m i (5.115)
where |Si, t↵i is the basis for DSi and |Si,m i is the basis for VSi , m are the corre-
sponding quantum number for Sz. For bond tensors, the basis are the same except
they are in dual space.
Constraints on site tensors– We first consider the dimension of virtual leg to be
2. The Hilbert space for site tensors can be decomposed as:
VT = (D1 12 )
4 ⌦V01 12 12 12 12 ⌦V0 (5.116)
where the physical leg is spin 1 while the dimension of virtual leg is 2. V0
1 12
1
2
1
2
1
2
is the
fusion space to spin 0 since site tensors are singlet, which can be further decomposed
into the direct sum of several sub blocks due to diﬀerent ways to fuse:
V01 12
1
2
1
2
1
2
= (V011 ⌦V11
2
1
2
⌦V 121
20
⌦V01
2
1
2
)
  (V011 ⌦V11
2
1
2
⌦V 121
21
⌦V11
2
1
2
)
  (V011 ⌦V11
2
3
2
⌦V 321
21
⌦V11
2
1
2
)
(5.117)
The basis for the fusion space can be represented as:
Kˆi = (Ki)
s
abcd |msi ⌦ |mambmcmdi (5.118)
where
Kˆ1 =
p
2 |1i ⌦ (|##"#i+ |###"i)
  |0i ⌦ (|"#"#i+ |#""#i
+ |"##"i+ |#"#"i),
(5.119)
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Kˆ2 =
p
2 |1i ⌦ (2 |#"##i   |###"i   |##"#i)
+ |0i ⌦ (2 |""##i   |"##"i+ |#"#"i
  |"#"#i+ |#""#i   2 |##""i)
+
p
2 | 1i ⌦ (|""#"i+ |"""#i   2 |"#""i),
(5.120)
Kˆ3 = |1i ⌦ (3 |"###i   |#"##i   |###"i   |##"#i)
+
p
2 |0i ⌦ (|""##i+ |"##"i   |#"#"i
+ |"#"#i   |#""#i   |##""i)
+ | 1i ⌦ (|""#"i+ |"""#i+ |"#""i   3 |#"""i).
(5.121)
Now let’s set the dimension of virtual legs to be 3, similar to the dimension 2 case,
VT = D41 ⌦V011111 ⌦V0, with V011111 further decomposed as:
V011111 = (V
0
11 ⌦V111 ⌦V110 ⌦V011)
  (V011 ⌦V110 ⌦V011 ⌦V111)
  (V011 ⌦V111 ⌦V111 ⌦V111)
  (V011 ⌦V112 ⌦V211 ⌦V111)
  (V011 ⌦V111 ⌦V112 ⌦V211)
(5.122)
The basis can be found with similar analysis to the dimension 2 case, and the
results are summarized as:
Kˆ1 = |+i ⌦ (|0 + i   | 0 + i   |0  00i+ | 000i+ |0  +i   | 0 +i)
+ |0i ⌦ (| ++ i   |+ + i+ |+  00i   | + 00i+ | + +i   |+  +i)
+ | i ⌦ (|+0 + i   |0 + + i+ |0 + 00i   |+000i+ |+0 +i   |0 + +i)
(5.123)
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Kˆ2 = |+i ⌦ (| + 0 i   | 0 + i   | + 0i+ |  +0i+ | 0 +i   |   0+i)
+ |0i ⌦ (|00 + i+ |0 + 0i+ |0  0+i   |0 + 0 i   |0 +0i   |00 +i)
+ | i ⌦ (|++ 0 i+ |+ +0i+ |+0 +i   |+0 + i   |++ 0i   |+  0+i)
(5.124)
Kˆ3 = |+i ⌦ (|000 i   | + 0 i   |0 + i   |00  0i+ | + 0i+ |  +0i
+ |0  +i   |   0+i) + |0i ⌦ (|+ + i   |+00 i+ | ++ i+ |+0  0i
  | 0 + 0i   |+  +i   | + +i+ | 00+i) + | i ⌦ (|++ 0 i
  |0 + + i   |++ 0i+ |00 + 0i+ |0 + +i   |000+i   |+ +0i+ |+  0+i)
(5.125)
Kˆ4 = |+i ⌦ (6 |+  0 i   3 |000 i+ | + 0 i   3 |0 + i+ 2 | 0 + i   6 |+  0i
+ 3 |00  0i   | + 0i+ |  +0i+ 3 |0  +i   2 | 0 +i   |   0+i)
+ |0i ⌦ (2 |0 + 0 i   3 |+00 i   3 |+ + i+ 4 |00 + i   3 | ++ i+ 3 |+0  0i
  2 |0 + 0i+ 2 |0 +0i   3 | 0 + 0i+ 3 |+  +i   4 |00 +i+ 3 | + +i
  2 |0  0+i+ 3 | 00+i) + | i ⌦ (|++ 0 i+ 2 |+0 + i   3 |0 + + i
  |++ 0i+ |+ +0i   3 |00 + 0i+ 6 | ++0i   2 |+0 +i
+ 3 |0 + +i   |+  0+i+ 3 |000+i   6 | + 0+i)
(5.126)
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Kˆ5 = |+i ⌦ (6 |0 +  i   3 |000 i   3 | + 0 i+ |0 + i
+ 2 | 0 + i   3 |00  0i   3 | + 0i+ 2 |0  00i
+ 4 | 000i   3 |  +0i+ |0  +i+ 2 | 0 +i   3 |   0+i)
|0i ⌦ (3 |+00 i   6 |++  i   |+ + i+ | ++ i
+ 3 |+0  0i   2 |+  00i+ 2 | + 00i   3 | 0 + 0i
  |+  +i+ | + +i   3 | 00+i+ 6 |  ++i)
| i ⌦ (3 |++ 0 i   2 |+0 + i   |0 + + i+ 3 |++ 0i
  4 |+000i   2 |0 + 00i+ 3 |+ +0i+ 3 |00 + 0i
  2 |+0 +i   |0 + +i+ 3 |+  0+i+ 3 |000+i   6 |0 ++i)
(5.127)
Kˆ6 = |+i ⌦ (4 |+0  i   2 |0 +  i   2 |+  0 i   |000 i+ | + 0 i+ |0 + i
  2 |+  0i   |00  0i+ | + 0i+ 2 |0  00i   |  +0i+ |0  +i
  |   0+i) + |0i ⌦ (2 |0 + 0 i   2 |++  i   |+00 i+ |+ + i   | ++ i
  |+0  0i+ 2 |0 + 0i+ 2 |+  00i   2 | + 00i   2 |0 +0i+ | 0 + 0i
+ |+  +i   | + +i   2 |0  0+i+ | 00+i+ 2 |  ++i) + | i
⌦ (|++ 0 i   |0 + + i+ |++ 0i   2 |0 + 00i   |+ +0i+ |00 + 0i
+ 2 | ++0i   |0 + +i   |+  0+i+ |000+i+ 2 | + 0+i+ 2 |0 ++i
  4 | 0 + +i)
(5.128)
where |+i,|0i and | i labels the states with Sz quantum number +1,0, 1 respectively.
Constraints on bond tensors–The Hilbert space of bond tensors can be written as
VB = V¯ ⌦ V¯ (5.129)
where V¯ is the duo Hilbert space, with V¯ =
PM
i=1(D¯Si⌦V¯Si). The basis are also in duo
space with the from chosen as hSi, t↵,m | ⌘ hSi, t↵|⌦hSi,m |. The bond tensor can be
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written as the two virtual bonds Bb ⌘ B(x, y, i; x0, y0, i0), with Bb =
PM
i=1(B˜
Si
b ⌦KSi)
where B˜Sib is an ni dimensional matrix and KSi is a 2Si + 1 dimensional matrix.
Similarly, the Hilbert space of VˆB can be further decomposed as:
Vˆ0B =  i(DˆSi ⌦ DˆSi ⌦ Vˆ0SiSi ⌦ Vˆ0) (5.130)
The corresponding state can be written as
KˆSi = hSi,m↵;Si,m | (KSi)↵  (5.131)
where (KSi)↵  = ei Si ( 1)Si m↵ m↵, m .
With time reversal symmetry, we have B⇤b = WTBbW tT . Since from the analysis
before WT =  Mi=1[(Wˆ SiT )⌦ ei⇡S
y
i ], for BˆSib we have
(BˆSib )
⇤ = Wˆ ⇤SiT Bˆ
Si
b (Wˆ
⇤Si
T )
t (5.132)
where
Wˆ SiT =
8><>:Ini  T  ✓=2⇡ = 1⌦ni  T  ✓=2⇡ =  1 (5.133)
With the lattice symmetry, we have
B(R(x, y, i)|R(x0, y0, i0)) = W ⇤R(R(x, y, i))B(x, y, i|x0, y0, i0)W 1R (R(x0, y0, i0)) (5.134)
with the help of the constraints of lattice symmetry, we have Bt =  C4B. Since
KtSi = ( 1)2SiKSi , we then get
BˆSib = ( 1)2Si C4(BˆSib )t (5.135)
To summarize, for half integer spins, namely  ✓=2⇡ =  1, the form of BˆSib is
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dependent on  T and  C4 as follows:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
 T = 1,  C4 = 1) BˆSib quaternion antisymmetric
 T = 1,  C4 =  1) BˆSib quaternion symmetric
 T =  1,  C4 = 1) BˆSib real antisymmetric
 T =  1,  C4 =  1) BˆSib real symmetric
(5.136)
For integer spin,  ✓=2⇡ = 18>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
 T = 1,  C4 = 1) BˆSib real symmetric
 T = 1,  C4 =  1) BˆSib real antisymmetric
 T =  1,  C4 = 1) BˆSib quaternion symmetric
 T =  1,  C4 =  1) BˆSib quaternion antisymmetric
(5.137)
5.3 Review on iPEPS: algorithm and prototype
In the previous section, we have shown that one can classify PEPS into crude classes
with symmetry group of the system. Moreover, as shown in Section 5.1, it is also
plausible to apply renormalization algorithms on tensor networks for finite systems.
To create a full framework, one can first perform a classification on tensors into
several crude classes, and then simulate on candidates in every crude class by using
the renormalization simulation. This process helps us to find the best candidate phase
for every crude class, providing coarse grained results for further calculation based on
long range physics, such as finite size scaling etc.
In this section, we are going to give a review on the concept of infinite PEPS(iPEPS)
[12, 71, 58, 55, 31] with the fast full update scheme [58] which was proposed by Román
Orús et al., specifically on our tensor network settings. The PEPS method is extended
to infinite PEPS (iPEPS), which is the algorithm on infinite tensor networks. Inspired
by the work by Román Orús [58], we apply the algorithm of symmetric iPEPS with
fast full update (FFU) based on site tensors and bond tensors. This section is con-
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structed as follows: first we review the generalities and other technical details of
iPEPS based on [58], then we look into iPEPS algorithm.
5.3.1 iPEPS
We denote an initial state | 0i for a given Hamiltonian H in imaginary time, where
the ground state | GSi is obtained by evolving | 0i with respect to H:
| GSi = lim
 !1
e H  | 0i
||e H  | 0i || (5.138)
For real time evolution, the solution of Schrödinger equation gives
| (t)i = e iHt | 0i (5.139)
We consider Hamiltonian with nearest neighbor interactions and translation invari-
ance
H =
X
<r,r0>
hr,r
0 (5.140)
where hr,r0 is the nearest neighbor component ofH. The Hamiltonian can be rewritten
into parts that correspond left, right, up and down bonds as H = Hl+Hr+Hu+Hd,
where
Hb =
X
<r,r0>2b
hr,r
0 (5.141)
is the nearest neighbor components of H, where the bond connecting r and r0 belongs
to b and b labels bonds with specific orientation, which can be l, r, u, or d. The first
order Suzuki-Trotter decomposition [79, 80] on e H  gives:
e H  = (e H )m ⇡ (e Hl e Hr e Hu e Hd )m (5.142)
where   is an infinitesimal imaginary time step with   =  /m. We can further
write Eq.5.142 as the product of two-body gates: e H  =
Q
b
Q
<r,r0>2b g
r,r0 where
gr,r
0 ⌘ e hr,r0  is the gate. The idea of gates is originated in the quantum information
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Figure 5-9: The graphical representation of two-body gate.
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Figure 5-10: (a) The original tensor network with bra and ket. (b) The tensor network
with physical legs contracted.
community, where the role of gates is to apply on an input state to get and output
state. A sketchy presentation can be found in Fig.5-9.
In every iteration step, 4 bonds have to be updated due to the two-body gates.
We focus on one bond initially and disregard the eﬀect of all other bonds. This is
approximately correct in the case of   ⌧ 1 where gr,r0 ⇠ I. We denote the state
after updating one bond as | A0B0i where A0 and B0 are the tensors at two lattice
sites connected by the bond. The bond dimension will increase exponentially fast
in the process of iteration due to the eﬀect of the gates. To make the simulation
plausible, we choose a dimension cutoﬀ to prevent the dimension from being too
large to manipulate. With a dimension cutoﬀ, | A0B0i is approximated by replacing
tensors A0 and B0 by approximated tensors A˜ and B˜ with | A˜B˜i. The way to find A˜
and B˜ is to minimize the diﬀerence between | A0B0i and | A˜B˜i:
min
A˜B˜
|| | A0B0i   | A˜B˜i ||2 = min
A˜B˜
d(A˜, B˜) (5.143)
while expending the left hand side of Eq.5.144 leads to:
d(A˜, B˜) = h A0B0 | A0B0i+ h A˜B˜| A˜B˜i   h A˜B˜| A0B0i   h A0B0 | A˜B˜i (5.144)
To calculate d(A˜, B˜), we have to take the whole tensor network into consideration.
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Figure 5-11: (a) The eﬀective environment. (b) 6 tensor representation of the eﬀective
environment.
We call the two tensors A and B the core tensors and the contracted network of all
other tensors the eﬀective environment. The eﬀective environment can be calculated
by using various methods, including TRG/SRG HOTRG/HPSRG [41, 98, 97, 105],
TNR [16], iTEBD [31] and corner transfer matrix (CTM) methods [55, 54, 4, 51, 52,
13]. In [58], the CTM is used.
The tensor network can be obtained by first contracting the physical legs as de-
picted in Fig.5-10, where we define
al¯r¯u¯d¯ =
X
s
Aslrud(A
s
l0r0u0d0)
⇤
bl¯r¯u¯d¯ =
X
s
Bslrud(B
s
l0r0u0d0)
⇤
(5.145)
where l¯, r¯, u¯, d¯ label the combined indices from bra and ket b¯ = (b, b0).
It is intuitive to see that the exact environment can be obtained by fixing core
tensors and contracting all the surrounding tensors. The CTM method approximates
the exact environment by a set of corner tensors C and row/column tensors T , as can
be seen in Fig.5-11.
The updating scheme is similar to the method we use in Section 5.1. Here we take
the optimization of tensor A as an example while we fixed B tensor in the core tensor
cluster. To find the optimization of tensor A, we rewrite E1.5.144 as a quadratic form
for tensor A:
d(A˜, A˜†) ⌘ d(A˜, B˜) = A˜†RA˜  A˜†S   S†A˜+ T (5.146)
where the from of contracted tensors R,S,T can be found in Fig.5-12. The A tensor
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Figure 5-12: Contacted tensor network diagrams of (a) R, (b) S and (c) T .
that minimize d(A˜, A˜†) ⌘ d(A˜, B˜) can be calculated as
A˜ = R 1S (5.147)
After this, we can fix every tensor except for B tensor, and by following the same
method, we are able to minimize the already updated d(A˜, A˜†) ⌘ d(A˜, B˜) through A
by finding out the optimized B tensor. The above process of updating tensors A and
B can be iterated until d(A˜, A˜†) converges to a suﬃciently small value.
5.3.2 The fast full update (FFU) prototype [58]
In this subsection, we will investigate and apply the fast full update (FFU) [58] to
do the simulation on iPEPS, with the setup of site tensors and bond tensors. As
in Section 5.2, we have found a method to find the basis states for a general state
within a crude class with the help of PSG analysis that utilizes symmetries of the
system. With a set of basis states |t1i , ... |tnsi for site tensors, which can be written
as a general site tensor
|ti =
nsX
i
(ati |tii) (5.148)
where ati are the parameters in the simulations. Due to the PSG analysis we had
before, it is easy to see that the bond tensors are fixed, hence only the set of site
tensor parameters ati are the parameters of the system.
We start by setting up notations for tensors. As depicted in Fig.5-13, where tensors
C1, C2, C3, C4 are the corner tensors, A0, A1, A2, A3 are the row environment
tensors, B0, B1, B2, B3 are the column environment tensors, t0, t1, t2, t3 are the 4
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Figure 5-13: The tensor network when two column tensors are inserted. The to
central columns are the tensors inserted.
core site tensors, bh0, bh1, bh2, bh3 and bv0, bv1, bv2, bv3 are the 8 core bond tensors,
the tensors encircled by the red dashed curve are contracted to present an eﬀective
CORE tensor.
The main idea is to sweep through the rows and columns where there are core
tensors, in every sweep, we focus on one bond at a step. In each step, we first update
core tensors using the method mentioned in section 5.3.1. After updating core tensors,
we insert two extra columns or rows into the tensor network based on whether it is row
sweep or column sweep. These tensors are then contacted with environment tensors
to obtain contracted environment clustered tensors. These clustered tensors are then
composed by SVD with a fixed dimension  , with a recombinations of the component
tensors from SVD, we are able to reconstruct the environment tensors, which are
updated by the inserted columns or rows of tensors, see Appendix A for more details
. Up to now, both the core tensors and the environment tensors are updated. We can
iterate this process until convergence. Each iterate process is divided by four update:
the right link update, left link update, up link update and down link update.
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Appendix A
Update environment tensors
The basic idea of updating environment tensors is to insert columns or rows of tensors
to the system, since for an infinite lattice, inserting more columns or rows does not
change the system. After inserting tensors to the system, these tensors are contracted
with environment tensors to update the environment tensors. This is reasonable in
physical sense that by inserting columns or rows that contain core tensors, more
information of core tensors are included into environment tensors, thus making en-
vironment tensors more "consistent" with core tensors. By iterating the process of
updating core tensors from environment tenors and updating environment tensors
from core tensors, the system is able to evolve with converging energy. There are dif-
ferent ways to accomplish the task [55, 54], where the key is how to choose isommetry
tensors. In this appendix, our version of updating environment tensors is given.
Without losing generality, we take the right link update as an example since for
other link update the process is very similar and easy to generalize.
We take the state when two column tensors are inserted, as can be found in
Section 5.3.2 or Fig.A-1(a). We first take the leftmost two columns of tensors into
consideration. We first contract all other tensors, see Fog.A-1(b). After that we
choose isometry tensors for the 4 environment tensors along the leftmost column (2
corner tensors and 2 column environment tensors). To better illustrate the process,
we adopt a graphical description as follows.
The isommetry tensors Z0, Z1 and Z2 are obtained from singular value decompo-
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Figure A-1: (a) The tensor network after two columns of tensors are inserted. The
central two columns are the inserted tensors. (b) The tensor network after contraction
of tensors other than the leftmost two columns.
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sition of the above partially contracted tensor network. After using the isommetry
tensors, the environment tensors are updated as in Fig.A-2:
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Figure A-2: The update method for environment tensors. The environment tensors
with larger dot size are the tensors after contracting corresponding tensor blocked
encircled by red dash line. 123
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Appendix B
Code recipes for Fast Full Update
1 #include "core.h"
2 #ifndef __SYSTEM_H
3 #define __SYSTEM_H
4 using namespace itensor;
5 using namespace std;
6
7 class System{
8 public:
9 // default constructor , randomize every member tensor
10 System ();
11 // overload constructor: constructor for site tensor with
dimensions on virtual and physical bonds given
12 System(int ,int ,int);
13 System(int ,int ,int ,std::vector <ITensor >,std::vector <double >,int ,
int ,int);
14 // destructor
15 ~System ();
16
17 // access functions: get the values of different tensors
18 std::vector <ITensor > get_core_tensors () const;
19 std::vector <ITensor > get_bh_tensors () const;
20 std::vector <ITensor > get_bv_tensors () const;
21 std::vector <ITensor > get_A_tensors () const;
22 std::vector <ITensor > get_B_tensors () const;
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23 std::vector <ITensor > get_C_tensors () const;
24 std::vector <ITensor > get_CORE_tensors () const;
25 std::vector <ITensor > get_BH_tensors () const;
26 std::vector <ITensor > get_BV_tensors () const;
27
28 // methods
29 void operator_sandwich(std::vector <ITensor > op);// calculte <op>
the expectation value in separate tensor form
30 double combine_tensors_ALL (); // contract all tensors
31 std::vector <ITensor > get_quadrants (); //get four quadrants with
each quadrant a 2*2 block
32 void swap_tensors(ITensor a1, ITensor a2);//swap tensor values but
keeo tensor indices intact
33 void left_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants); // updating
left most column environment tensors
34 void right_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants); // updating
right most column environment tensors
35 void up_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants); // updating up
most row environment tensors
36 void down_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants); // updating
down most row environment tensors
37 void environment_update_left_right (); //left -right combination
update
38 void environment_update_up_down (); //up-down combination update
39 void setCORE(int i, ITensor x); //set CORE tensors with tensor x
40 void setCORE(int i, int j); //set ith CORE tensor jth CORE tensor
41 private:
42 // initial indices
43 std::vector <Index > s; // original physical index
44 std::vector <Index > u; // original virtual up index
45 std::vector <Index > d; // original virtual down index
46 std::vector <Index > l; // original virtual left index
47 std::vector <Index > r; // original virtual right index
48 // connecting indices , connecting site tensors and bond tensors
49 std::vector <Index > x;
50 std::vector <Index > y;
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51 //core tensors
52 std::vector <ITensor > core; // original core tensors
53 std::vector <ITensor > bh; // original bh tensors
54 std::vector <ITensor > bv; // original bv tensors
55 std::vector <ITensor > CORE; // sandwiched CORE tensors
56 std::vector <ITensor > BH; // sandwiched BH tensors
57 std::vector <ITensor > BV; // sandwiched BV tensors
58
59 // environment tensors
60 std::vector <ITensor > A; // sandwiched A tensors
61 std::vector <ITensor > B; // sandwiched B tensors
62 std::vector <ITensor > C; // sandwiched C tensors
63
64 // Sandwiched indices which are the combined indices from original
indices
65 std::vector <Index > LA;
66 std::vector <Index > RA;
67 std::vector <Index > UB;
68 std::vector <Index > DB;
69 std::vector <Index > U;
70 std::vector <Index > D;
71 std::vector <Index > L;
72 std::vector <Index > R;
73 std::vector <Index > X;
74 std::vector <Index > Y;
75 };
76 #endif
Listing B.1: System.h
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1 #include "core.h"
2 #include "parameters.h"
3 #include "tensor_utility.h"
4 #include <stdlib.h>
5 #include <time.h>
6 #include "System.h"
7 using namespace itensor;
8 using namespace std;
9
10 System :: System (){}// default constructor , randomize every member
tensor
11
12 System ::~ System (){}
13
14 System :: System(int ns , int nb , int nn){
15 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
16 s.push_back(Index(nameint("s",i),ns,Site));
17 u.push_back(Index(nameint("u",i),nb));
18 d.push_back(Index(nameint("d",i),nb));
19 l.push_back(Index(nameint("l",i),nb));
20 r.push_back(Index(nameint("r",i),nb));
21 x.push_back(Index(nameint("x",i),nb));
22 y.push_back(Index(nameint("y",i),nb));
23
24 LA.push_back(Index(nameint("LA",i),nn));
25 RA.push_back(Index(nameint("RA",i),nn));
26 UB.push_back(Index(nameint("UB",i),nn));
27 DB.push_back(Index(nameint("DB",i),nn));
28
29 U.push_back(Index(nameint("U",i),nb*nb));
30 D.push_back(Index(nameint("D",i),nb*nb));
31 L.push_back(Index(nameint("L",i),nb*nb));
32 R.push_back(Index(nameint("R",i),nb*nb));
33 X.push_back(Index(nameint("X",i),nb*nb));
34 Y.push_back(Index(nameint("Y",i),nb*nb));
35 }
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36
37 r[0]=l[1];
38 r[2]=l[3];
39 d[0]=u[2];
40 d[1]=u[3];
41 RA[0]=LA[1];
42 RA[2]=LA[3];
43 DB[0]=UB[2];
44 DB[1]=UB[3];
45 R[0]=L[1];
46 R[2]=L[3];
47 D[0]=U[2];
48 D[1]=U[3];
49
50 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
51 core.push_back(ITensor(s[i],u[i],y[i],l[i],x[i]));
52 bh.push_back(ITensor(x[i],r[i]));
53 bv.push_back(ITensor(y[i],d[i]));
54 // randomize all the tensors
55 core[i]. randomize ();
56 bh[i]. randomize ();
57 bh[i]. randomize ();
58 }
59 A.push_back(ITensor(U[0],LA[0],RA[0]));
60 A.push_back(ITensor(U[1],LA[1],RA[1]));
61 A.push_back(ITensor(D[2],LA[2],RA[2]));
62 A.push_back(ITensor(D[3],LA[3],RA[3]));
63 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[0],DB[0],L[0]));
64 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[1],DB[1],R[1]));
65 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[2],DB[2],L[2]));
66 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[3],DB[3],R[3]));
67 C.push_back(ITensor(UB[0],LA[0]));
68 C.push_back(ITensor(UB[1],RA[1]));
69 C.push_back(ITensor(DB[2],LA[2]));
70 C.push_back(ITensor(DB[3],RA[3]));
71 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
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72 A[i]. randomize ();
73 B[i]. randomize ();
74 C[i]. randomize ();
75 }
76 }
77 System :: System(int ns , int nb , int nn, std::vector <ITensor > base ,
std::vector <double > para , int lattice , int igg , int chic4){
78 if (base.size()!=para.size()) {
79 cout <<"Error: Dimensions of base tensor vector and parameter
vector do not match !!!"<<endl;
80 }
81
82 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
83 s.push_back(Index(nameint("s",i),ns,Site));
84 u.push_back(Index(nameint("u",i),nb));
85 d.push_back(Index(nameint("d",i),nb));
86 l.push_back(Index(nameint("l",i),nb));
87 r.push_back(Index(nameint("r",i),nb));
88 x.push_back(Index(nameint("x",i),nb));
89 y.push_back(Index(nameint("y",i),nb));
90
91 LA.push_back(Index(nameint("LA",i),nn));
92 RA.push_back(Index(nameint("RA",i),nn));
93 UB.push_back(Index(nameint("UB",i),nn));
94 DB.push_back(Index(nameint("DB",i),nn));
95
96 U.push_back(Index(nameint("U",i),nb*nb));
97 D.push_back(Index(nameint("D",i),nb*nb));
98 L.push_back(Index(nameint("L",i),nb*nb));
99 R.push_back(Index(nameint("R",i),nb*nb));
100 X.push_back(Index(nameint("X",i),nb*nb));
101 Y.push_back(Index(nameint("Y",i),nb*nb));
102 }
103
104 r[0]=l[1];
105 r[2]=l[3];
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106 d[0]=u[2];
107 d[1]=u[3];
108 RA[0]=LA[1];
109 RA[2]=LA[3];
110 DB[0]=UB[2];
111 DB[1]=UB[3];
112 R[0]=L[1];
113 R[2]=L[3];
114 D[0]=U[2];
115 D[1]=U[3];
116
117 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
118 core.push_back(ITensor(s[i],u[i],y[i],l[i],x[i]));
119 bh.push_back(ITensor(x[i],r[i]));
120 bv.push_back(ITensor(y[i],d[i]));
121 // randomize all the tensors , uncomment to turn on randomization
122 //core[i]. randomize ();
123 //bh[i]. randomize ();
124 //bh[i]. randomize ();
125 }
126 A.push_back(ITensor(U[0],LA[0],RA[0]));
127 A.push_back(ITensor(U[1],LA[1],RA[1]));
128 A.push_back(ITensor(D[2],LA[2],RA[2]));
129 A.push_back(ITensor(D[3],LA[3],RA[3]));
130 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[0],DB[0],L[0]));
131 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[1],DB[1],R[1]));
132 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[2],DB[2],L[2]));
133 B.push_back(ITensor(UB[3],DB[3],R[3]));
134 C.push_back(ITensor(UB[0],LA[0]));
135 C.push_back(ITensor(UB[1],RA[1]));
136 C.push_back(ITensor(DB[2],LA[2]));
137 C.push_back(ITensor(DB[3],RA[3]));
138 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
139 A[i]. randomize ();
140 B[i]. randomize ();
141 C[i]. randomize ();
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142 //--normalization of A, B and C
143 A[i]/=A[i].norm();
144 B[i]/=B[i].norm();
145 C[i]/=C[i].norm();
146 }
147
148 // randomize environment tensors: A, B and C
149 int size=base.size();
150 // define all core tensors and bv , bh tensors
151 ITensor sites=ITensor(base [0]. indices ()[0],base [0]. indices ()[1],
base [0]. indices ()[2],base [0]. indices ()[3],base [0]. indices ()[4]);
152 for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
153 sites=sites+base[i]*para[i];
154 }
155 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
156 core[i]= passing_tensor5(sites , core[i]. indices ()[0], core[i].
indices ()[1], core[i]. indices ()[2], core[i]. indices ()[3], core[i
]. indices ()[4]);
157 if (lattice ==1 && igg ==0 && chic4 ==1 && nb==3) {
158 bh[i](bh[i]. indices () [0](1) ,bh[i]. indices () [1](3))=1;
159 bh[i](bh[i]. indices () [0](2) ,bh[i]. indices () [1](2))=-1;
160 bh[i](bh[i]. indices () [0](3) ,bh[i]. indices () [1](1))=1;
161 bv[i](bv[i]. indices () [0](1) ,bv[i]. indices () [1](3))=1;
162 bv[i](bv[i]. indices () [0](2) ,bv[i]. indices () [1](2))=-1;
163 bv[i](bv[i]. indices () [0](3) ,bv[i]. indices () [1](1))=1;
164 }
165 }
166 }
167 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_core_tensors () const{
168 return core;
169 }
170 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_bh_tensors () const{
171 return bh;
172 }
173 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_bv_tensors () const{
174 return bv;
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175 }
176 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_A_tensors () const{
177 return A;
178 }
179 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_B_tensors () const{
180 return B;
181 }
182 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_C_tensors () const{
183 return C;
184 }
185 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_CORE_tensors () const{
186 return CORE;
187 }
188 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_BH_tensors () const{
189 return BH;
190 }
191 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_BV_tensors () const{
192 return BV;
193 }
194 void System :: setCORE(int i, ITensor x){//need to be tested
195 if (i<0 || i>3) {
196 cout <<"Error: CORE tensor index (i) out of bounds !!! (in method
setCORE(int i, ITensor x))"<<endl;
197 return ;
198 }
199 if(x.r()!=4){
200 cout <<"Error: The rank of tensor does not match rank of target
CORE tensor !!! (in method setCORE(int i, ITensor x))"<<endl;
201 return ;
202 }
203 CORE[i]= passing_tensor4(x, CORE[i]. indices ()[0], CORE[i]. indices ()
[1], CORE[i]. indices ()[2], CORE[i]. indices ()[3]);
204 return ;
205 }
206 // passing CORE[j] to CORE[i]
207 void System :: setCORE(int i, int j){//need to be tested
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208 if ((i<0 || i>3) || (j<0 || j>3)) {
209 cout <<"Error: CORE tensor index (i or j) out of bounds !!! (in
method setCORE(int i, int j))"<<endl;
210 return ;
211 }
212 CORE[i]= passing_tensor4(CORE[j], CORE[i]. indices ()[0], CORE[i].
indices ()[1], CORE[i]. indices ()[2], CORE[i]. indices ()[3]);
213 return ;
214 }
215 // methods
216 void System :: operator_sandwich(std::vector <ITensor > op){
217 if(core.size()==0){
218 cout <<"Error: Core tensors are empty !!! (in method
operator_sandwich)"<<endl;
219 return ;
220 }
221 if(op.size()!=core.size() && core.size() >0){
222 cout <<"Error: Size of operator tensor vector is not matched with
core !!! (in method operator_sandwich)"<<endl;
223 return ;
224 }
225 int size=core.size();
226 std::vector <ITensor > opp=op;
227 for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
228 opp[i]= passing_tensor2(op[i], s[i], primed(s[i]));
229 CORE.push_back(group_indice8(opp[i]*core[i]*dag(prime(core[i])),
core[i]. indices ()[1], primed(core[i]. indices ()[1]),U[i],core[i].
indices ()[2], primed(core[i]. indices ()[2]),Y[i],core[i]. indices ()
[3], primed(core[i]. indices ()[3]),L[i],core[i]. indices ()[4], primed
(core[i]. indices ()[4]),X[i]));
230 BH.push_back(group_indice4(bh[i]*dag(primed(bh[i])), bh[i].
indices ()[0], primed(bh[i]. indices ()[0]), X[i], bh[i]. indices ()
[1], primed(bh[i]. indices ()[1]), R[i]));
231 BV.push_back(group_indice4(bv[i]*dag(primed(bv[i])), bv[i].
indices ()[0], primed(bv[i]. indices ()[0]), Y[i], bv[i]. indices ()
[1], primed(bv[i]. indices ()[1]), D[i]));
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232 //--normalization
233 CORE[i]/= CORE[i].norm();
234 BH[i]/=BH[i].norm();
235 BV[i]/=BV[i].norm();
236 }
237 }
238 double System :: combine_tensors_ALL (){
239 if(A.size()==0){
240 cout <<"Error: Tensors are empty !!! (in method
combine_tensors_ALL)"<<endl;
241 return -1;
242 }
243 std::vector <ITensor > group;
244 for (unsigned int i=0; i<A.size(); i++) {
245 group.push_back ((C[i]*A[i]*B[i])*(CORE[i]*BH[i]*BV[i]));
246 }
247 for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {
248 group[i]/= group[i].norm();
249 // PrintDat(group[i]);
250 }
251 ITensor temp=group [0];
252 return temp(temp.indices () [0](1));
253 }
254
255 std::vector <ITensor > System :: get_quadrants (){//get the four
quadrants of the system
256 std::vector <ITensor > quadrants;
257 quadrants.push_back(B[0]*(BV[0]* CORE [0])*BH[0]*C[0]*A[0]);
258 quadrants.push_back(B[1]*BH [1]*(BV[1]* CORE [1])*C[1]*A[1]);
259 quadrants.push_back(B[2]*( CORE [2]*BV[2])*BH[2]*C[2]*A[2]);
260 quadrants.push_back(B[3]*BH [3]*( CORE [3]*BV[3])*C[3]*A[3]);
261 return quadrants;
262 }
263 void System :: swap_tensors(ITensor a1 , ITensor a2){
264 if(a1.r()!=a2.r()){
265 cout <<"Error: Size of tensors does not match !!! (in method
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swap_tensors)"<<endl;
266 return ;
267 }
268 ITensor temp=a1;
269 if (a1.r()==2) {
270 a1=passing_tensor2(a2 , a2.indices ()[0], a2.indices ()[1]);
271 a2=passing_tensor2(temp , temp.indices ()[0],temp.indices ()[1]);
272 }
273 if(a1.r()==4){
274 a1=passing_tensor4(a2 , a2.indices ()[0], a2.indices ()[1],a2.
indices ()[2],a2.indices ()[3]);
275 a2=passing_tensor4(temp , temp.indices ()[0],temp.indices ()[1],
temp.indices ()[2],temp.indices ()[3]);
276 }
277 }
278 void System :: left_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants){
279 if(quadrants.size()!=4){
280 cout <<"Error: quandrants size is not correct !!! (in method
left_move_worker)"<<endl;
281 return ;
282 }
283 std::vector <ITensor > Z;//to store the Z isomotry tensors
284 OptSet opts;
285 opts.add("Maxm",NB*NB);//keep the bond dimension of the isomotry
tensors to a fixed value
286 ITensor SSS ,VVV ,DDD;
287 ITensor monster;// perform svd to monster tensor gives isomotry
tensors
288 ITensor temp=quadrants [1]* quadrants [3];
289 monster=C[0]*A[0]*( temp*quadrants [2])*passing_tensor3(B[0], primed(
B[0]. indices ()[0]),B[0]. indices ()[1],B[0]. indices ()[2])*(
passing_tensor4(CORE[0], primed(CORE [0]. indices ()[0]),CORE [0].
indices ()[1],CORE [0]. indices ()[2],CORE [0]. indices ()[3])*BH[0]*BV
[0]);
290 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
291 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
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292 Z.push_back(SSS);
293
294 monster=temp*quadrants [0]* passing_tensor4(quadrants [2], primed(
quadrants [2]. indices ()[0]),primed(quadrants [2]. indices ()[1]),
quadrants [2]. indices ()[2], quadrants [2]. indices ()[3]);
295 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
296 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
297 Z.push_back(SSS);
298 monster=temp*quadrants [0]* passing_tensor4(quadrants [2], primed(
quadrants [2]. indices ()[0]),primed(quadrants [2]. indices ()[1]),
quadrants [2]. indices ()[2], quadrants [2]. indices ()[3]);
299 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
300 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
301 Z.push_back(SSS);
302
303 // renormalize environment tensors using isomotry tensors Z
304 temp=dag(Z[0])*C[0]*A[0];
305 C[0]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[0]. indices ()[0],C[0]. indices ()[1]);
306 temp=Z[0]*B[0]* CORE [0]*BV[0]* dag(Z[1])*BH[0];
307 B[0]= passing_tensor3(temp ,B[0]. indices ()[0],B[0]. indices ()[1],B
[0]. indices ()[2]);
308 temp=Z[1]*B[2]* CORE [2]*BV[2]* dag(Z[2])*BH[2];
309 B[2]= passing_tensor3(temp ,B[2]. indices ()[0],B[2]. indices ()[1],B
[2]. indices ()[2]);
310 temp=Z[2]*C[2]*A[2];
311 C[2]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[2]. indices ()[0],C[2]. indices ()[1]);
312 }
313 void System :: right_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants){
314 if(quadrants.size()!=4){
315 cout <<"Error: quandrants size is not correct !!! (in method
right_move_worker)"<<endl;
316 return ;
317 }
318 std::vector <ITensor > Z;//to store the Z isomotry tensors
319 OptSet opts;
320 opts.add("Maxm",NB*NB);//keep the bond dimension of the isomotry
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tensors to a fixed value
321 ITensor SSS ,VVV ,DDD;
322 ITensor monster;// perform svd to monster tensor gives isomotry
tensors
323 ITensor temp=quadrants [0]* quadrants [2];
324 monster=C[1]*A[1]*( temp*quadrants [3])*passing_tensor3(B[1], primed(
B[1]. indices ()[0]),B[1]. indices ()[1],B[1]. indices ()[2])*(
passing_tensor4(CORE[1], primed(CORE [1]. indices ()[0]),CORE [1].
indices ()[1],CORE [1]. indices ()[2],CORE [1]. indices ()[3])*BH[1]*BV
[1]);
325 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
326 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
327 Z.push_back(SSS);
328
329 monster=temp*quadrants [1]* passing_tensor4(quadrants [3], primed(
quadrants [3]. indices ()[0]),primed(quadrants [3]. indices ()[1]),
quadrants [3]. indices ()[2], quadrants [3]. indices ()[3]);
330 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
331 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
332 Z.push_back(SSS);
333 monster=quadrants [1]*B[3]*( CORE [3]*BH[3]*BV[3])*temp*(
passing_tensor2(C[3], primed(C[3]. indices ()[0]),C[3]. indices ()[1])
*passing_tensor3(A[3], primed(A[3]. indices ()[0]),A[3]. indices ()
[1],A[3]. indices ()[2]));
334 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
335 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
336 Z.push_back(SSS);
337
338 // renormalize environment tensors using isomotry tensors Z
339 temp=dag(Z[0])*C[1]*A[1];
340 C[1]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[1]. indices ()[0],C[1]. indices ()[1]);
341 temp=Z[0]*B[1]*BH[1]* dag(Z[1])*BV[1]* CORE [1];
342 B[1]= passing_tensor3(temp ,B[1]. indices ()[0],B[1]. indices ()[1],B
[1]. indices ()[2]);
343 temp=Z[1]*B[3]*BH[3]* dag(Z[2])*BV[3]* CORE [3];
344 B[3]= passing_tensor3(temp ,B[3]. indices ()[0],B[3]. indices ()[1],B
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[3]. indices ()[2]);
345 temp=Z[2]*C[3]*A[3];
346 C[3]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[3]. indices ()[0],C[3]. indices ()[1]);
347 }
348 void System :: up_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants){
349 if(quadrants.size()!=4){
350 cout <<"Error: quandrants size is not correct !!! (in method
up_move_worker)"<<endl;
351 return ;
352 }
353 std::vector <ITensor > Z;//to store the Z isomotry tensors
354 OptSet opts;
355 opts.add("Maxm",NB*NB);//keep the bond dimension of the isomotry
tensors to a fixed value
356 ITensor SSS ,VVV ,DDD;
357 ITensor monster;// perform svd to monster tensor gives isomotry
tensors
358 ITensor temp=quadrants [2]* quadrants [3];
359 monster=C[0]*B[0]*( temp*quadrants [1])*passing_tensor3(A[0],A[0].
indices ()[0], primed(A[0]. indices ()[1]),A[0]. indices ()[2])*(
passing_tensor4(CORE[0],CORE [0]. indices ()[0],CORE [0]. indices ()
[1], primed(CORE [0]. indices ()[2]),CORE [0]. indices ()[3])*BH[0]*BV
[0]);
360 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
361 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
362 Z.push_back(SSS);
363 monster=temp*quadrants [0]* passing_tensor4(quadrants [1], quadrants
[1]. indices ()[0], quadrants [1]. indices ()[1], primed(quadrants [1].
indices ()[2]),primed(quadrants [1]. indices ()[3]));
364 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
365 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
366 Z.push_back(SSS);
367 monster=quadrants [0]*A[1]*( CORE [1]*BH[1]*BV[1])*temp*(
passing_tensor2(C[1],C[1]. indices ()[0], primed(C[1]. indices ()[1]))
*passing_tensor3(B[1],B[1]. indices ()[0],B[1]. indices ()[1], primed(
B[1]. indices ()[2])));
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368 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
369 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
370 Z.push_back(SSS);
371
372 // renormalize environment tensors using isomotry tensors Z
373 temp=C[0]*B[0]* dag(Z[0]);
374 C[0]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[0]. indices ()[0],C[0]. indices ()[1]);
375 temp=BV[0]* CORE [0]*BH[0]*Z[0]*A[0]* dag(Z[1]);
376 A[0]= passing_tensor3(temp ,A[0]. indices ()[0],A[0]. indices ()[1],A
[0]. indices ()[2]);
377 temp=BV[1]* CORE [1]*BH[1]*Z[1]*A[1]* dag(Z[2]);
378 A[1]= passing_tensor3(temp ,A[1]. indices ()[0],A[1]. indices ()[1],A
[1]. indices ()[2]);
379 temp=C[1]*B[1]*Z[2];
380 C[1]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[1]. indices ()[0],C[1]. indices ()[1]);
381 }
382 void System :: down_move_worker(std::vector <ITensor > quadrants){
383 if(quadrants.size()!=4){
384 cout <<"Error: quandrants size is not correct !!! (in method
down_move_worker)"<<endl;
385 return ;
386 }
387 std::vector <ITensor > Z;//to store the Z isomotry tensors
388 OptSet opts;
389 opts.add("Maxm",NB*NB);//keep the bond dimension of the isomotry
tensors to a fixed value
390 ITensor SSS ,VVV ,DDD;
391 ITensor monster;// perform svd to monster tensor gives isomotry
tensors
392 ITensor temp=quadrants [0]* quadrants [1];
393 monster=C[2]*B[2]*( temp*quadrants [3])*passing_tensor3(A[2],A[2].
indices ()[0], primed(A[2]. indices ()[1]),A[2]. indices ()[2])*(
passing_tensor4(CORE[2],CORE [2]. indices ()[0],CORE [2]. indices ()
[1], primed(CORE [2]. indices ()[2]),CORE [2]. indices ()[3])*BH[2]*BV
[2]);
394 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
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395 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
396 Z.push_back(SSS);
397 monster=temp*quadrants [2]* passing_tensor4(quadrants [3], quadrants
[3]. indices ()[0], quadrants [3]. indices ()[1], primed(quadrants [3].
indices ()[2]),primed(quadrants [3]. indices ()[3]));
398 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
399 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
400 Z.push_back(SSS);
401 monster=quadrants [2]*A[3]*( CORE [3]*BH[3]*BV[3])*temp*(
passing_tensor2(C[3],C[3]. indices ()[0], primed(C[3]. indices ()[1]))
*passing_tensor3(B[3],B[3]. indices ()[0],B[3]. indices ()[1], primed(
B[3]. indices ()[2])));
402 SSS=ITensor(monster.indices ()[0], monster.indices ()[1]);
403 svd(monster , SSS , VVV , DDD , opts);
404 Z.push_back(SSS);
405
406 // renormalize environment tensors using isomotry tensors Z
407 temp=C[2]*B[2]* dag(Z[0]);
408 C[2]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[2]. indices ()[0],C[2]. indices ()[1]);
409 temp=CORE [2]*BH[2]*BV[2]*Z[0]*A[2]* dag(Z[1]);
410 A[2]= passing_tensor3(temp ,A[2]. indices ()[0],A[2]. indices ()[1],A
[2]. indices ()[2]);
411 temp=CORE [3]*BH[3]*BV[3]*Z[1]*A[3]* dag(Z[2]);
412 A[3]= passing_tensor3(temp ,A[3]. indices ()[0],A[3]. indices ()[1],A
[3]. indices ()[2]);
413 temp=C[3]*B[3]*Z[2];
414 C[3]= passing_tensor2(temp ,C[3]. indices ()[0],C[3]. indices ()[1]);
415 }
416 void System :: environment_update_left_right (){
417 std::vector <ITensor > quadrants=System :: get_quadrants ();
418 System :: left_move_worker(quadrants);
419 System :: right_move_worker(quadrants);
420 //swap tensors due to left and right move
421 System :: swap_tensors(CORE[0],CORE [1]);
422 System :: swap_tensors(BH[0],BH[1]);
423 System :: swap_tensors(BV[0],BV[1]);
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424 System :: swap_tensors(CORE[2],CORE [3]);
425 System :: swap_tensors(BH[2],BH[3]);
426 System :: swap_tensors(BV[2],BV[3]);
427 }
428 void System :: environment_update_up_down (){
429 std::vector <ITensor > quadrants=System :: get_quadrants ();
430 System :: up_move_worker(quadrants);
431 System :: down_move_worker(quadrants);
432 //swap tensors due to left and right move
433 System :: swap_tensors(CORE[0],CORE [2]);
434 System :: swap_tensors(BH[0],BH[2]);
435 System :: swap_tensors(BV[0],BV[2]);
436 System :: swap_tensors(CORE[1],CORE [3]);
437 System :: swap_tensors(BH[1],BH[3]);
438 System :: swap_tensors(BV[1],BV[3]);
439 }
Listing B.2: System.cc
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